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Directions which International Industry/
Academia/Government Cooperation Centers 
Should Aim For ~ Tsukuba Innovation Arena 
(TIA): Outline and Outlook ~
   The New Growth Strategy was decided in the Cabinet on June 18, 2010. Amidst 
attempts to build and execute a strategy to win in an era of global competition, 
Tsukuba Innovation Arena (TIA) is expected to act as a center which holds keys 
to strategy for building a country of science, technology and information and 
communications, which are the drivers of Japan’s economic growth, and also for 
green innovation, and life innovation.
   Tsukuba Innovation Arena aims to provide consistent functions, from education 
and human resources development which are upstream of innovat ion, to 
downstream prototyping and evaluation functions. Japan did not previously have a 
large cooperation center. This is an international industry/ academia/ government 
technology cooperation center, conceived from the perspective of somehow gaining 
global competitive advantage. With strong support from the Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry, it was launched on June 17, 2009 with four core institutions: University of 
Tsukuba, National Institute for Materials Science, National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology, and Nippon Keidanren.
   To achieve success, under the basic principle of “Under One Roof,” it must 
push hard to progress in building win-win relationships with industry. That is, 
it must promote projects which extend across boundaries between industry/ 
academia/ government centers, between industries, between academic disciplines, 
etc. Tsukuba Innovation Arena is actively utilizing the new technology research 
partnership system (enacted June 2009) and the alliance system, which promote 
industry/ academia/ government cooperation. In order for Tsukuba Innovation 
Arena to become a globally excellent international industry/ academia/ government 
cooperation center, there are issues to be studied in working groups etc.: clear 
strategy, organizational system, intellectual property system, etc. In addition to 
the content of research, it is making new attempts to form a center with strong 
awareness of R&D management.
   Tsukuba Innovation Arena will attract attention regarding its progress as an 
industry/academia/government center which functions as an “open innovation hub” 
for creating new industries.
(Original Japanese version: published in October  2010)
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   Along with the strengthening of emission control, advance of low-emission 
vehicles, and the development of alternative fuels, the situation surrounding the 
car exhaust catalyst has come to a critical turning point. Meanwhile, the active 
materials used in car exhaust catalysts have been limited almost exclusively to the 
platinum group metals – platinum, palladium, and rhodium – for nearly half a 
century without any major renovation. These precious metals are representatives of 
the so-called “rare” metals, and more than 90% of their global output comes from 
the top three producing countries. This extreme maldistribution of resources poses 
a constant threat to the stable supply of these resources: changes in the political 
situations in the producing countries may resul in a constrained supply of raw 
materials. In face of the possible instability of resource provisions in the future, 
it is an urgent challenge for us to radically reduce the use of precious metals and 
to enhance catalyst performances. Especially desired is the development of new 
materials with superior resistance to catalytic poisons (e.g. SOx), and at the same 
time, capable of suppressing thermal degradation under overheated conditions. 
Hopes also run high that a precious-metal-free catalyst will become a reality in the 
future.
   The research and development efforts for the car exhaust catalyst have been 
faced with a series of problems including the difficulties associated with material 
identifi cation and elucidation of reaction mechanism, and poor academia-industry 
collaboration. The link between basic surface science research and actual material 
development has hitherto been limited: the former is typically undertaken in the 
academic community such as universities and national research institutes, and 
the latter in private sector enterprises, typically by car manufacturers. Toward a 
further extensive breakthrough in the future, the communities both in industry and 
academia should collaborate with each other in pushing forward with multi-faceted 
approaches, from the viewpoint of both basic and application researches, wherein 
maximum utilization of the advanced nano-measurement tools – such as atomic 
resolution scanning electron microscopes and synchrtotron-radiation spectroscopy 
– should be an integral part of the projects.
(Original Japanese version: published in December 2010)
2 Current Status and Future of the Car Exhaust Catalyst p.21
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Global Trend in Aberration Correction 
Technology for Electron Microscopes and 
the Current Status in Japan
   The fi eld of electron microscopes (EMs) is one in which Japan has held a long-
standing lead globally, owing to the concerted industry-government-academia 
efforts for EM development that started in the pre-war years, when the fi eld was in 
its infancy. The technology even attained such a high level that EM was designated 
as a Japanese specialty, and the high voltage and ultra-high voltage EMs developed 
in Japan, upon attaining a maximum resolution of 0.1nm in the 1990s, were installed 
in a large number in many of the major research institutes around the world. In the 
latter half of the 1990s, however, the spherical aberration correction lens developed 
in Germany captured world attention, promising a dramatic upgrade of EM 
resolution. The attention increased further against the backdrop of the global trend 
at the time toward nanotechnology. In western nations, projects for developing the 
spherical aberration correction EM started one after the other, and there was even 
a new entry from the USA, which had traditionally been unenthusiastic about EM 
development. Japan lagged behind temporarily, and was highly alarmed by the delay. 
But the Japanese manufacturers, with their inherent high level of technological 
capability, carried out research projects in cooperation with universities and public 
research organizations, and succeeded in the development of high-performance 
equipment. The performance of this new breed of instruments has well regained 
its level on par with the fi nest in the world. European countries and the USA have 
already developed the aberration corrector itself to a certain extent, and these 
countries are now deepening discussions on the future evolution of this technology 
in terms of a time span of 10 to 20 years. The evolution will include enhanced 
multifunctionality and versatility of the state-of-the-art microscopes, and their 
application to a variety of specifi c themes in nanotechnology and biological research.
   For Japan, also, the approach of basic research promotion from now on is of the 
utmost importance. The formulation of a well-defi ned approach will enable Japan 
to offer new dimensions in nano-science, including the development of equipment, 
and lead the world. Now is the time to build an all-Japan framework that includes 
research hubs established in each university and research institute based on the 
specialty of the organization and provides cross-cutting, organized links connecting 
these hubs.
(Original Japanese version: published in Novemember 2010)
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   The introduction of hybrid vehicles (HVs), plug-in HVs (PHVs), and electric 
vehicles (EVs) has been rapidly expanding worldwide due to environmental 
policies. In particular, the popularization of PHVs and EVs is an effective way to 
reduce CO2. These vehicles require high-performance secondary batteries, and as 
such, demand for lithium-ion batteries is expected to increase rapidly by around 
2030. Additionally, a substantial amount of metallic lithium will be required to 
make innovative next-generation batteries. If we suppose that half of the world’s 
automobiles were replaced with vehicles equipped with lithium-ion secondary 
batteries, it is estimated that the amount of metallic lithium required (just to meet 
demand for automobiles) would be close to the estimated world reserves. 
   Lithium deposits found in brine water on salt lakes and mines can be effi ciently 
obtained. The lithium-producing countries are concentrated in certain continental 
regions: Chile, Bolivia, China, and Argentina have major lithium-producing brine 
waters; and the United States, Congo, and Russia have major lithium-producing 
mines. Compared to other rare metals, lithium deposits are relatively abundant. 
However, there are concerns about supply instability due to the concentration of 
deposit areas, resource policies of and export restrictions imposed by producing 
countries, and price rises due to supply instability, resource policies, and export 
restrictions. As demand for lithium expands very quickly to meet demand for 
automobiles equipped with a lithium-ion battery, the competition for resources may 
intensify. Japan is currently the world’s largest importer of lithium raw materials 
and heavily depends on several lithium-producing countries, so it will be critical to 
acquire lithium from a variety of countries.
   Acquiring chemically stable lithium carbonate from brine water is a major way 
of producing lithium raw materials. The production process takes about one year. 
However, it will be important to substantially reduce this time in order to fl exibly 
meet demand for secondary battery materials. Furthermore, even though the 
proportion is small, a large amount of metallic lithium exists in seawater. Therefore, 
in the long term, it is essential to research and develop technologies to acquire 
metallic lithium from seawater in an economically feasible manner. Additionally, it 
will be important to research and develop lithium-free secondary batteries.  
(Original Japanese version: published in December 2010)
4 Trends in Supply of Lithium Resources and Demand of the Resources for Automobiles p.51Nanotechnology 
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   Climate change is an urgent issue requiring immediate solutions. Changes in the heat 
content of the oceans exert a tremendous infl uence on the distribution of heat on the 
earth and eventually on changes in surface air temperature. Although the heat content 
in the upper layer of the ocean has come to be observed frequently, knowledge about 
deep waters, which is said to be important for climate change, remains little. Deep ocean 
circulation is one of the important factors determining global climate. It sends seawater 
cooled in the polar region down to the deep sea and circles the globe, while heating the 
air in the atmosphere in the polar region with ample heat generated when seawater is 
cooled. This meridional circulation, including deep ocean circulation, is believed to be 
involved in relatively abrupt and large climate change. A recent study suggests that the 
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC), which sinks to the ocean floor 
off Greenland, moves southward in the Atlantic intermediate and deep layer and then 
moves northward near the sea surface, may have slowed by about 30% in the last 50 
years. This raised concerns about the possibility of abrupt cooling, prompting European 
countries and the United States to conduct observation and research to investigate 
climate change related to the slowdown in detail. In the Pacifi c Ocean, the heat content 
increased in the deep layer, even at a depth of more than 3,000 m, over almost the entire 
Pacifi c Ocean. In particular, the heat-content increase is conspicuous in the Antarctic 
area, where deep water is formed. These rises suggest a change in the entire Antarctic 
overturning circulation which sinks in the Antarctic area, flows northward along the 
deepest layer of each ocean and then fl ows southward in intermediate and deep water. 
An international program to study deep ocean circulation has been developed.
   Observation and research on such a change in circulation have so far been inadequate 
worldwide. They require much more extensive and long-term efforts. At present, 
Japanese individual research institutes are engaged in research of deep ocean circulation 
as part of their recurring research projects. However, they are extremely weak in terms 
of scale and sustainability. Japan needs to create a framework to implement large-scale 
research projects and promote research based on the framework in cooperation with 
other countries.
(Original Japanese version: published in November 2010)
Trends in Observation and Research of Deep 
Ocean Circulation and Heat Transport
Frontier
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   How much are we aware of the changes in science and technology in the fields of 
electronics and information & communications in Japan? The National Institute of 
Science and Technology Policy has been analyzing changes in research activities in the 
fi elds of electronics and information & communications in Japan and other countries 
by examining research papers in periodicals published by the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineering Inc. (IEEE), the world’s largest professional association 
publishing many works of engineering literature.
   Japan’s presence is small in the current main research areas in the world, such as 
information and communications, and in particular in the application and offshoot areas 
that have rapidly diversifi ed and developed since 2000. It is clear that Japanese research 
activities have developed independently from the global trend.
   Furthermore, although the main player in the production of research papers in 
Japan has shifted to universities from corporations, the universities tend to specialize 
in specific areas, such as superconductivity. They show no signs of diversifying their 
research areas.
   Meanwhile, corporations located in Japan are no longer the main producer of research 
papers, refl ecting a shift in business strategy and an increase in global research activities. 
In the field of information and communications, some major corporate groups have 
begun to increase research activities in the fi eld abroad. There are also concerns that if 
more Japanese corporations shift their R&D activities to other countries, it may result in 
hollowing out of Japanese intelligence.
   It is necessary to promote discussions among the parties concerned in industry, 
academy and government on the relevance of the output of research activities to actual 
business conditions and consider the future direction of Japanese research activities as a 
whole.
(Original Japanese version: published in October 2010)
Changes in Research Activities in the Fields of 
Electronics and Information & Communications 
in JapanScience & 
Technology Policy
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Directions which International Industry/Academia/Government 
Cooperation Centers Should Aim For
~ Tsukuba Innovation Arena (TIA): Outline and Outlook ~
Atsushi OGASAWARA
Affiliated Fellow
 Introduction
   Tsukuba Innovation Arena (TIA) was launched 
as an international industry/academia/government 
nanotechnology cooperation center on June 17, 2009. 
This paper provides a summary of the background 
and concepts for launching this center, and also takes 
up the discussion continually needed regarding the 
direction which an international industry/academia/
government cooperation center should aim for.
Background of its Launch
2-1 Background in Japan and History until its 
Launch
   The New Growth Strategy was decided in the 
Cabinet on June 18, 2010. The New Growth Strategy 
Execution Plan which is its schedule was created, 
aiming at its solid execution.
   The New Growth Strategy aims to achieve a “Strong 
Economy,” “Fiscal Strength” and “Strong Social 
Security.” This shows seven strategy fi elds: 1) Green 
innovation to be a great environmental and energy 
country strategy, 2) Life innovation to be a great 
health country strategy, 3) Asian economic strategy, 
4) Build a tourism country & regional stimulation 
strategy, 5) Build a country of science, technology, 
and information and communications strategy, 
6) Employment and human resources strategy, 7) 
Finance strategy. Among these, fields in the build 
a country of science, technology, and information 
and communications strategy are expected to serve 
as innovation platforms for various strategic fields, 
and Japan is expected to be highly competitive in 
these fields both today and in the future. This core 
1
policy strengthens international competitiveness 
by promoting combined public and private R&D 
investments at 4% of GDP, the Leading Graduate 
Schools Initiative, etc.
   Along with these is the initiative to launch Tsukuba 
Innovation Arena as an international industry/ 
academia/ government cooperation center. In the 
background of building such a cooperation center is 
the awareness that Japan “must build and execute a 
strategy to confront the severely deadlocked position 
of Japanese industry, which has lagged behind the 
world’s major players and market changes, and 
overcome barriers between government and industry, 
ministries and agencies, and central and regional 
governments, in order to win in this era of strong 
global competition,” as written in the Industrial 
Structure Vision (Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry, June 2010, Figure 1).
   Tsukuba Innovation Arena (TIA, also called 
“Tsukuba Nanotech Arena” in Japanese) was launched 
on June 17, 2008 with strong support from the 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology, and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry. TIA has four core institutions: University 
of Tsukuba, National Institute for Materials Science 
(NIMS), National Institute of Advanced Industrial 
Science and Technology (AIST), and Nippon 
Keidanren. TIA is an institution to execute and operate 
the international industry/ academia/ government 
nanotechnology cooperation center initiative. After 
preparations by large budget measures for forming the 
center in supplementary budgets since FY2008, about 
400 people participated in the fi rst public symposium 
held on June 30 at the Keidanren Kaikan.
2
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Source: The Industrial Structure Vision 2010 (June), Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
Figure 1 :  From Industrial Structure Vision Document (June 2010, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry)
2-2 Overseas Trends in Background
   With the domestic discussions like those described 
above as a starting point, since the National 
Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) was launched 
under the U.S. Clinton administration in FY2001, 
various countries made large R&D investments in 
nanotechnology and formed centers, and there is 
awareness that Japan’s previous leading position is 
steadily becoming threatened.
   When it launched the NNI, the U.S. evaluated 
its competitive strengths in the nanotechnology 
field. Japan was evaluated as highly competitive in 
materials research and electronic device research, 
etc. There was a debate as to what strategy the U.S. 
should adopt in response. There was an argument 
that “The U.S. has advantages in information 
system technologies, but regarding material and 
device technologies which are fundamental for 
competitiveness, the U.S does not compare with the 
Japanese approach of comprehensively changing the 
composition of materials with repeated experiments 
to meticulously discover material properties, so if the 
U.S. does not become competitive in these materials 
and device technologies, it may eventually also lose 
competitiveness in information system technologies.” 
After that, the Earth Simulator was developed, which 
ranked as the world’s top supercomputer for two years 
in a row. Thus, boosting competitiveness vs. Japan in 
the nanotechnology fi eld became an urgent task.
   As a result, according to interviews documented by 
the U.S. Council on Competitiveness, the U.S. strategy 
vs. Japan is that “The U.S. does not compare with 
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Japan’s materials research by repeated experiments 
to meticulously discover material properties. For the 
U.S. to become competitive, it should largely change 
material research techniques themselves: sufficiently 
understand physical phenomena at a nano-level, utilize 
advanced academic knowledge of quantum mechanics 
and molecular theory, and do large scale computer 
simulations.” In response thereafter, with support 
from the U.S. NSF, the National Nanotechnology 
Infrastructure Network (NNIN) was selected from 
multiple universities. Also, a large nanotechnology 
R&D complex was established in Albany in New 
York State.
   This Albany NanoTech complex was established 
by New York State, State University of New 
York, Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology 
(SEMATEC, a consor tium established with 
investments by the Department of Defense and 14 
private companies. Since 1998, a consortium with 
only private investments.) and IBM. It is a very large 
complex with at least about the equivalent of 400 
billion yen of R&D investment (about 100 billion yen 
of this was government investment), and over 250 
private companies participating.
   Meanwhile in Europe, in 2001 during almost the 
same period when the U.S. NNI was launched, the 
Micro and Nanotechnology Center (MINATEC) 
was established as an industry/academia/government 
nanotechnology research center in Grenoble, France. 
At its core are national research centers such as 
the Atomic Energy Commission - Laboratory for 
Electronics & Information Technology (CEA LETI) 
and the National Centre for Scientific Research 
(CNRS), together with the Grenoble Institute 
of Technology (INPG), and the Grenoble-Isere 
Economic Development Agency (AEPI). MINATEC 
constructed a building complex in FY2006 which 
serves as a symbol of industry/ academia/ government 
cooperation, with support from a central governmental 
agency for investment in France, and from AEPI, 
which is a regional government investment agency. It 
operates with a research budget equivalent to about 
36 billion yen. With a focus on semiconductor device 
research, MINATEC Center has its own advanced 
process line using 300mm wafers. It also set up a 
large 300mm development line with the equivalent 
of about 300 billion yen invested jointly by the ST-
Microelectronics semiconductor company, U.S. 
Motorola (now divested as Freescale Semiconductor), 
and Texas Instruments. Over 250 private companies 
have gathered around Grenoble, which is now building 
into a large R&D cluster.
   There has also been great progress at the 
Interuniversity Microelectronics Center (IMEC, a 
nonprofi t R&D corporation established in 1984 by the 
Flemish Region and Katholieke Universiteit Leuven). 
IMEC proposed an R&D program based on the 
future vision in the EU Framework Programme, and 
an R&D program derived from analysis of industrial 
needs. The number of participating companies has 
quickly increased due to its consortium type research 
model (IIAP) which recruits participating companies, 
and its unique intellectual property model which 
enables members to use IMEC’s intellectual property 
and joint results with companies signing contracts 
with IMEC. It is a large R&D center, with an annual 
budget currently equivalent to about 30 billion yen 
(about 5 billion yen of this is public funding), and 
about 600 participating companies.
   With the rapid establishment and expansion of these 
European and U.S. nanotechnology R&D centers, 
Japan is aware that it is steadily losing its relative 
competitive advantages in the nanotechnology fi eld. In 
Europe and the U.S., large research centers and large 
investments have been made with organization and 
system design based on open innovation, and various 
incentives and policies to attract private companies. 
Japan in contrast has individual companies, public 
research institutes and universities which do advanced 
research, but Japan did not have a large cooperative 
center. Thus the Council on Competitiveness-Nippon 
(COCN) and Keidanren made a recommendation 
seeking to establish a center in order to maintain and 
build competitive advantages in Japan. This developed 
into conception of the Tsukuba Innovation Arena.
Outline of Tsukuba Innovation 
Arena
   The following is an outline of Tsukuba Innovation 
Arena’s basic principles, organizational design, 
research fi elds and infrastructure.
1) Five Basic Principles
   Figure 2 shows the fi ve basic principles of Tsukuba 
Innovation Arena.
3
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Source: Tsukuba Innovation Arena pamphlet
Figure 3 :  Five Basic Principles of Tsukuba Innovation Arena
2) Organizational Management
   Figure 3 shows the organizational structure of 
Tsukuba Innovation Arena.
   AIST, NIMS and the University of Tsukuba form 
the core of management for Tsukuba Innovation 
Arena. The Executive Board (Chairman: Teruo Kishi) 
was established as the highest decision-making body, 
comprised of the heads of these three institutions, plus 
fi ve people who are industry representatives or neutral 
people with academic experience.
The Executive Board deliberates on important 
matters and determines policies. The Management 
Meeting and Secretariat Meeting were also set up: 
the Management Meeting to manage the center’s 
operations, and the Secretariat to handle general 
coordination.
The three core institutions cooperate to perform the 
Secretariat functions, and in order to handle operations 
of each core research field and infrastructure, eight 
working groups were set up with members including 
experts to investigate research strategy, intellectual 
property policy, human resource development 
strategy, etc.
3) Core Research Fields and Core Infrastructure
   Figure 4 shows an outline of research at Tsukuba 
Innovation Arena.
   Tsukuba Innovation Arena considered Japan’s 
industry/academia/government competitiveness in 
the nanotech field, cutting edge research facilities in 
Tsukuba Science City and attracting human resources, 
and focuses on six core research fields, promoting 
research management of the center which concentrates 
funding and human resources from industry, 
academia and government. It also constructs three 
core infrastructure to support its operations, aiming 
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Source: Tsukuba Innovation Arena pamphlet
Figure 3 :  Organization Structure of Tsukuba Innovation Arena
to provide consistent functions, from education and 
human resources development which are upstream of 
innovation, to downstream prototyping and evaluation 
functions.
4) Core Research Fields and their Core 
Infrastructure
i) Power Electronics
   Green innovation is raised as a large pillar of the 
New Growth Strategy, as there are strong needs to 
reduce environmental burdens and boost energy 
effi ciency.
   In electric power related fi elds, there is remarkable 
progress in reducing power consumption for various 
types of equipment, but there is surprisingly little 
progress in technology development related to 
reducing transformer loss. For example, in cases 
where PCs and home electronics operate on 3.3V, 5V 
or 12V DC, there is up to 20% loss in conversion from 
AC100V to DC. To reduce this loss, there is a need for 
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Figure 4 :  Core Research Fields and Core Infrastructure of Tsukuba Innovation Arena
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From the Technology Strategy Map 2010, of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
Figure 5 :  SiC Power Semiconductor Road Map
high pressure resistance and low on-state resistance 
switching devices and inverters, etc. It is difficult to 
achieve this with existing silicon devices, so there is a 
need for R&D on composite semiconductor materials 
such as Silicon Carbide (SiC) and Gallium Nitride 
(GaN).
   In the power electronics research field, Tsukuba 
Innovation Arena will focus on SiC power 
semiconductors (Figure 5), which are expected to 
achieve practical applications at an early stage. It 
will use the expanded R&D Partnership for Future 
Power Electronics Technology (FUPET, a technology 
research partnership) and the recently launched 
SiC Alliance in order to do fundamental research 
centering on universities and public research institutes, 
applications research by industry, and to work on 
building an innovation hub which leads to seamless 
development and prototyping.
ii) Nano Electronics
   Nanoelectronics research includes fields called 
“More Moore” with continuing technology 
development to advance scaling in silicon CMOS, 
fields called “More than Moore” which fuse and 
combine technologies to create new value, and fi elds 
called “Beyond CMOS” which create new devices 
using totally new principles and materials.
   Technology development for CMOS scaling has 
been done for the past 10 years in NEDO’s “MIRAI 
Project,” and in Semiconductor Leading Edge 
Technologies, Inc. (Selete) with joint investment 
by private companies. Tsukuba Innovation Arena 
is working to create new value by combining the 
CMOS related fundamental technologies built up in 
these two projects, together with with nano-material 
technologies, nano-measurement technologies, nano-
manufacturing technologies, etc. researched and 
developed in the University of Tsukuba, NIMS and 
AIST.
   Meanwhile, cooperation is also encouraged among 
programs by core researchers selected for the Cabinet’s 
Funding Program for World-Leading Innovative 
R&D on Science and Technology: Development 
of Photonics-Electronics Convergence System 
Technology(Yasuhiko Arakawa, The University of 
Tokyo Professor), Energy Conserving Spintronics 
Logic Integrated Circuits (Hideo Ohno, Tohoku 
University Professor), and Green Nanoelectronics 
(Naoki Yokoyama, Fujitsu Laboratories Limited 
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Fellow). This large framework also combines the 
Low-power Electronics Association & Project (LEAP, 
a technology research partnership), the Very Low 
Voltage Device Project for Achieving a Low Carbon 
Society contracted by the Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry, and over 100 researchers. There 
are hopes that this framework will give birth to 
new concepts in the field of nano-electronics, which 
correspond to More than Moore and Beyond CMOS 
(Figure 6).
iii) N-MEMS
   MEMS devices are based on semiconductor 
manufacturing technologies, and incorporate actuator 
functions. Typical products are Deformable Mirror 
Devices (DMD) used in projectors, etc. Other typical 
products are the acceleration sensors in automotive 
airbag and car navigation systems. Their diverse 
uses recently include video game machines. There 
are expectations for much greater developments 
by combining MEMS devices with various sensor 
technologies, and with highly integrated CMOS 
devices which have advanced processing functions.
   Among these, Tsukuba Innovation Arena is focusing 
on N-MEMS. N-MEMS is a set of technologies 
which utilizes nano-level processing technology 
to manufacture networked miniature machines, 
sensors, power sources, etc. R&D is being done for 
miniature, energy conserving and high performance 
devices which can contribute to energy conservation 
and enhanced quality of life. Examples are devices 
for health monitoring, five senses assistance, energy 
consumption visualization and bio-analysis.
   Research projects done at the Tsukuba Innovation 
Arena are the Micro System Integration project (jointly 
with Tohoku University Professor Masayoshi Esashi) 
under the Funding Program for World-Leading 
Innovative R&D on Science and Technology, and the 
Development of High Function Sensor Net Systems 
and Low Environmental Burden Processes project 
(jointly with the BEANS Laboratory) which is a 
NEDO project.
iv) Carbon Nanotubes
   Carbon nanotubes (CNT) were discovered in Japan 
by Professors Morinobu Endo and Sumio Iijima, who 
are also working on their analyses. There are great 
expectations for the future of such materials.
   The Tsukuba Innovation Arena is especially 
targeting CNT related R&D in order to boost quality 
and create components of single-walled CNT. With 
this aim, it is organically organizing the world’s 
highest level of single-walled CNT synthesis, 
separation and formation processing technologies, 
together with plans and development technical abilities 
and applied product development technologies of 
private companies. To achieve this, a single-walled 
CNT mass production demonstration plant was 
built under a FY2009 supplemental budget project. 
The Very Low Volume & High Strength Composite 
Materials Project to Achieve a Low Carbon Society 
contracted by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry (FY2010-2014) is being executed at the 
Tsukuba Innovation Arena.
v) Nano Green
   In the nano green field, research is done which 
contributes to a low carbon society, especially around 
a core of environmental and material technologies 
built up over many years in NIMS. NIMS, AIST and 
the University of Tsukuba cooperate with industry to 
utilize nano technologies for R&D on high effi ciency 
low cost materials with few resource restrictions: 
innovative solar power materials, high performance 
energy conversion and storage materials (i.e. for 
fuel cells, thermoelectric conversion, rechargeable 
batteries, superconductors), low environmental burden 
environmental reuse material using photocatalysts, 
etc.
vi) Safety Assessment of Nanomaterials
   The nano level size and diverse shapes (spherical 
and needle shapes, etc.) of nanomaterials creates 
safety concerns about biological effects on a 
cellular level. To promote nanotechnology R&D, it 
is important to eliminate these concerns. There is 
a need for thorough study when investigating new 
materials and manufacturing methods. Regarding 
nanomaterial safety assessment, there are projects 
including the Facilitation of Public Acceptance of 
Nanotechnology funded by the FY2006-2007 Special 
Coordination Funds for Promoting Science and 
Technology, and New Step for Nanotechnology R&D 
and its Social Acceptance (under the FY2007-2009 
Cabinet Cooperation Policy Group). AIST and NIMS 
are thus studying this from safety assessment at the 
initial stage of nanotechnology research, until public 
acceptance. This is part of an effort to lead the world 
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Source: Tsukuba Innovation Arena pamphlet
Figure 6 :  Research Program to Create New Concepts in the Nano-electronics Field
Source: Tsukuba Innovation Arena pamphlet
Figure 7 :  N-MEMS Outline and Applications
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in establishing and standardizing nanomaterial risk 
assessment techniques.
   Based on these results, Tsukuba Innovation Arena 
has also determined that nanomaterials safety 
assessment is one of its core research fields, and is 
actively working on this.
Future Challenges and Issues
   As described above, Tsukuba Innovation Arena 
has begun, but points still remain to be discussed in 
working groups, etc. These issues are summarized 
below.
1) Clarifi cation of Strategy
   Tsukuba Innovation Arena is also specifically 
noted in the New Growth Strategy. Therefore, it is 
expected to hold a key to the strategy for building a 
country of science, technology, and information and 
communications, which will be the driving force for 
Japan’s economic growth. It is also expected to be 
a center which provides core technologies in green 
innovation and life innovation, which are two pillars 
of Japan’s innovation policy.
   However, Tsukuba Innovation Arena needs to 
clarify its strategy to somehow build competitive 
advantages compared to the large U.S. and European 
open innovation centers of Albany USA, MINATEC 
in France, and IMEC in Belgium.
   For example, Albany has over 350 partner 
companies, MINATEC has over 250, and IMEC over 
600. Each has more than several hundred billion yen 
of cumulative investments, and feature both domestic 
and many foreign participating companies.
   In order to guide Tsukuba Innovation Arena to 
success, as written in its fi ve principles, it must utilize 
Japan’s strengths and build win-win relationships with 
industry, that is, break down the barriers between 
industry/ academia/ government sectors and between 
disciplines, advancing projects in “Under One Roof” 
relationships.
2) Organization Design, System Design
   In advancing projects, both organization design and 
system design are important points. The Tsukuba 
Innovation Arena is especially focused on utilizing the 
technology research partnership system.
   Previously in Japan, in cases of consortium type 
research, cooperation was handled in voluntary 
organizations and in corporate organizations. The 
voluntary organizations cannot become parties 
to contracts, so they cannot become owners 
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Figure 8 :  Single-walled Carbon Nanotubes and Range of Hoped for Applications
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of intellectual property rights. In a corporate 
organization, results are allocated according to 
percentages of capital invested, regardless of relative 
R&D efforts. Therefore, many of these systems do not 
have participants fully feel incentives.
   In the U.S., consortiums generally apply the LLC 
system (Limited Liability Company). Japan also 
introduced the LLC system in FY2005, but it differs 
from the U.S. type LLC system, resulting in a 
system in between the U.S. LLP (Limited Liability 
Partnership) and LLC. Thus there was no advantage 
to using an LLC for consortium type research in 
Japan. However in FY2009, the Act on Research and 
Development Partnership concerning Mining and 
Manufacturing Technology was amended to become 
the Act on Research and Development Partnership 
concerning Technology, becoming a system close to 
the U.S. type LLC. Also, universities and  Research 
and Development Incorporated Administrative 
Agencies could not previously participate in 
technology research partnerships, but they gained the 
status enabling participation. Private companies also 
became able to treat R&D expenses in technology 
research partnerships as allotment money, which 
also gave them favorable tax treatment. Thus Japan 
has also formed incentives for industry/ academia/ 
government cooperative research organizations.
   Belgium’s IMEC has opted for the organizational 
form of a non-profit corporation. This differs from 
both the LLC organization which assumes a limited 
time period, and from the technology research 
partnership. One can say that IMEC has put together 
an intellectual property accumulation model which 
assumes a permanent organization.
3) Intellectual Property Accumulation Model
   Process technologies generally have intellectual 
property in the form of written patents, and also 
implicit knowledge such as know-how. This implicit 
knowledge type of intellectual property (intangible 
assets) is generally accumulated in facilities where 
the equipment etc. is located, thus it is important to 
have a long term organization. For example in the 
semiconductor industry, a foundry company which 
receives contract manufacturing work is not just a 
simple subcontractor; it gains very strong competitive 
advantages because it can obtain and accumulate 
such intangible assets, including those of multiple 
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contracting companies.
   For example, IMEC is an organization which 
receives R&D contracts. For the same reason, it 
obtains intangible assets of multiple companies, and 
also succeeds in expanding its tangible assets under 
its very clever intellectual asset system. A feature 
of the intellectual property model generally known 
as the IMEC model is that the contract with each 
company is basically bilateral, but it incorporates 
clauses for sharing jointly obtained results, and it 
outwardly appears that IMEC’s intellectual property 
is expanding. When a new company joins the R&D 
program later, it can use that expanded intellectual 
property. If that company also generates results, that 
intellectual property is also added. As a result, the 
larger the number of participating companies, the 
more intellectual property it gathers, which accelerates 
the motivation of companies to join thereafter.
   However, contracts regarding intellectual 
property of Albany, MINATEC and IMEC are not 
comprehensive. They are all bilateral, and one should 
keep in mind that they do not necessarily mean 
“anyone can freely use intellectual property generated 
there.” “Intellectual property which anyone can use” 
is equivalent to “public knowledge,” and competitive 
advantage is not created from that.
4) System Integration
   High technology and research are not necessarily 
the only factors which promote industry/ academia/ 
government cooperation. At Albany, MINATEC and 
IMEC, all research content is not necessarily cutting 
edge technology. They instead feature the “ability 
to provide total and one-stop system integration 
according to needs,” including technology which can 
be considered low technology and already generic 
technology.
   Large research centers need organization and system 
design suitable for system integration, not a linear 
model starting from nascent technologies. In response 
to changes in industry/ academia/ government 
cooperation models, Tsukuba Innovation Arena 
established eight working groups, and is studying both 
intellectual property and the organization system. 
There is a need to execute a strategy of performing 
R&D which maximizes use of resources inside and 
outside the organization, and build differentiation 
in the system integration field while cooperating 
on intellectual property in elemental technology 
precompetitive fi elds.
5) Open Innovation
   There are also differences between Japan and 
Europe/U.S. in their interpretations of open 
innovation. In Japan, open innovation is often thought 
to be where anyone can participate in the cooperative 
research framework, and anyone in that framework 
can use intellectual property created there.
   However, that is not its interpretation in Europe 
and the U.S. According to the definition of UC 
Berkeley Professor Chesbrough (University of 
California, Berkeley), a leading promoter of open 
innovation, it means “In an organization of research 
implementers, R&D resources are utilized to create 
innovation, without segregating them into internal 
and external resources.” To do this, in its practice, 
a style is adopted in which for example part of 
the company’s R&D organization is placed in a 
public research institute, or part of the R&D of a 
public research institute enters the company. Very 
many companies have been attracted to participate, 
with over 250 companies in Albany, over 250 in 
MINATEC, and over 600 in IMEC. This can only 
be due to the practice of open innovation in the sense 
of organizational theory. For example, IBM’s R&D 
organization is very deeply involved in U.S. Albany’s 
center, and ST Microelectronics is deeply involved 
in France’s MINATEC center. Also, Philips has been 
deeply involved in Belgium’s IMEC since it was fi rst 
established, though IMEC appears independent at fi rst 
glance. And Intel recently announced that it would 
establish an industry/academia cooperative laboratory 
for processor architecture, in cooperation with five 
Belgian universities. These are truly the practice of 
open innovation based on Professor Chesbrough’s 
defi nition.
Conclusion
   Aware of the issues raised in this paper’s four 
sections, Tsukuba Innovation Arena is attempting to 
build a large vertical cooperative type R&D model not 
found at any center overseas. For example in the power 
electronics fi eld, this would include universities, public 
research institutes, material and device manufacturers, 
automotive manufacturers, etc.
   Of course, top level research results are necessary, 
but it will also be important to form a center conscious 
5
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of such R&D management.
   As an industry/academia/government cooperative 
center functioning as an “open innovation hub” which 
becomes a core for creating new industries, Tsukuba 
Innovation Arena’s progress will be attracting 
attention.
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Current Status and Future of the Car Exhaust Catalyst
Hideki ABE
Affiliated Fellow
Introduction
   After the elapse of ten years since the beginning 
of the 21st century, the situation surrounding the car 
exhaust catalyst - the purification agent of the toxic 
exhaust gas emitted by automobiles - has come to a 
critical turning point. Issues such as global warming 
and environmental hormones feature high on the 
agenda in the major international conferences attended 
by the leaders from the nations. In the wake of the 
September 11 attacks, and the subsequent Iraqi war, 
the advanced nations, the USA among others, have 
vied with one another to introduced policies geared 
for reducing dependency on fossil energy sources. 
Backed up by the trends toward prevention of global 
warming and reduction of fi ssile fuel use, much effort 
has been in place to develop a variety of automobile 
technologies such as low-emission, high-mileage cars 
typically represented by hybrid vehicles, and cars 
driven by alternative fuels (biofuel). However, the 
demand for conventional fossil fuel-automobiles seems 
to be boundless, especially in developing countries 
such as China and India, and the demand for fossil 
fuel is projected to increase steadily in the coming 
20 years.[1] Car exhaust catalysts in the future need 
to address two requirements simultaneously: ease of 
mass production to meet the increasing demand in 
developing countries, and sophisticated functionality[2] 
to meet the needs from developed countries.
   Since Ford put car exhaust catalysts on the market 
for the fi rst time in 1970, they have grown into one of 
the most reliable and stable auto components owing to 
the sustained effort for improvement and upgrading. 
However, only the platinum group of precious 
metals has been used as the catalytically active 
material during the course of development; no major 
breakthrough has been made to change this situation 
for nearly half a century. In the face of the projected 
depletion of precious metal resources and their 
1
possible hike in price due to restricted export from the 
resource countries, development of new materials and 
technology is an urgent task for radical reduction of 
precious metals use. In this report, the author analyses 
the current status and issues of car exhaust catalyst 
research and development, and considers the future 
direction of next-generation catalyst technology that 
enables radical reduction of precious metal use.
Backdrop of Car Exhaust Catalyst
   Solid catalysts that have an effect of purifying 
toxic exhaust emissions from automobile engines 
are generally called “car exhaust catalysts.” A car 
exhaust catalyst promotes a series of chemical 
reactions that clean up toxic gases, normally under 
ordinary pressure, in the temperature range from 
300 to 600°C. The car exhaust catalyst performs 
continuous processing of the exhaust gas - whose 
composition changes continuously on a second-to-
second basis – and must endure countless oxidation-
reduction cycles and mechanical vibration. It is easy to 
understand the severity of the requirements imposed 
on the car exhaust catalyst when compared with those 
counterparts used in ordinary chemical synthesis: the 
latter is used in a steady condition under which the 
temperature, pressure, and reactant concentrations are 
well controlled. The car exhaust catalyst is constantly 
exposed to the impurities contained in the fuel and 
corrosive gases originated from lubricant oils, and, 
depending on the driving conditions, it is exposed 
to high temperature gas up to 1000°C. Furthermore, 
unlike other car components, the car exhaust catalyst 
must operate without any maintenance for several 
years, or even several tens of years, starting from the 
car’s start of operation until it retires. This demands 
an extremely high level of stability and reliability from 
the catalyst.
2
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2-1 Toxic Chemical Species in Car Exhaust 
Emission
   The major toxic chemical species (concentration 
>100 ppm) present in car exhaust emissions include 
carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and 
hydrocarbons (HC). In addition to these gaseous 
chemical species, car exhaust emissions also include 
a toxic solid matter, i.e. particulate matter (PM). 
Car exhaust emissions also contain trace amounts 
(concentration <100ppm) of other toxic chemical 
species such as sulfur oxides (SOx) and phosphorus 
oxides (POx). Emissions of trace amounts of toxic 
chemical types does not cause signifi cant physiological 
and environmental toxicity because of the dilution 
effect in the air, but they may adsorb on the catalyst 
surface and act as catalytic poisons, resulting in the 
reduction of catalytic activity (see section 2-4). 
   The exhaust emissions from low-emission cars 
have a different composition from that of gasoline- 
and diesel-powered cars, but they contain the same 
major toxic chemical species. The hybrid engine – 
a combination of a gasoline engine and an electric 
motor – does not emit exhaust while driven by 
the motor, reducing the total amount of cruising 
emissions. In certain high-load situations, however, 
it emits higher concentrations of CO and HC than 
conventional gasoline-fueled cars. For example, 
driving along a sloping road necessitates a frequent 
switchover between the gasoline engine and electric 
motor, requiring the gasoline engine to start cold from 
the standby state, accompanied by a denser emission.[3]
   There is a prospect of an increased use of alternative 
automotive fuels in the future, typically biofuel, which 
is produced through a biochemical decomposition 
of biomass. In line with this trend, bioethanol and 
biodiesel oil are under development for gasoline-fueled 
and diesel-powered automobiles, respectively. The 
bioethanol-fueled gasoline engine emits weakly toxic 
oxides of alcohol (typically acetaldehyde), in addition 
to CO, HC, and NOx with concentrations comparable 
to those from conventional gasoline-fueled cars. 
Biodiesel engines emit NOx in higher concentration 
than conventional diesel engines.[4]
   For the past several decades, legislative control on 
the toxic chemical species contained in automobile 
emissions has been gradually strengthened in many 
countries in the world.[2] Although the details of the 
regulation somewhat differ from country to country, 
major components (CO, NOx, and HC) are commonly 
included in the regulation. In urban areas in Europe 
and Japan, many of the local governments regulate 
PM emissions as well. The car exhaust catalyst has 
evolved steadily responding to the regulatory control 
with increasing severity.
2-2 Car exhaust cleanup reactions
   The purifi cation reactions corresponding to each of 
the major toxic chemical species listed in Table 1: 
CO oxidization reaction
  CO + 1/2 O2  →  CO2  (1)
HC oxidization reaction
  CyHz + (y+z/4)O2  →  y CO2 + z/2 H2O  (2)
NOx reduction reaction
  NOx  →  1/2 N2 + x/2 O2  (3)
Reactions (1) and (2) are exothermal reactions - 
a type of combustion - and proceed easily in the 
Toxic chemical species Physiological toxicity Comment 
HC (Hydrocarbon) Contains carcinogenic components
Benzene (carcinogenic)a): environmental limit <0.003 mg/
m3yb)
1,3-butadiene (carcinogenic)a)
CO (carbon monoxide)
Inhibition of blood oxygen delivery
Manifestation of toxicity when exposed to 
a concentration over 300 – 500 ppm/h.
Environmental limit <10ppm/h (one-day average) AND < 20 
ppm/h (8-hour average)c)
NOx (nitrogen oxides) NO2: breathing disorder
NO2: environmental limit < 0.04-0.06 ppm/hd)
Photochemical oxidant: environmental limit < 0.04-0.06 ppm/
hc)
PM (particulate matter) Breathing disorder, suspected lung cancer-inducibility
Fine particle with a diameter equal to or less than 10μm: 
environmental limit < 0.10mg/m3h (one-day average) AND < 
0.20 mg/m3he)
Prepared by STFC
Table 1 :  Physiological Toxicity of the Toxic Chemical Types in Car Exhaust Emissions
a) International Agency for Research on Cancer, List of classifi cation updated on 5/27/2010
b) Ministry of Environment notifi cation (Feb. 4, 1997)
c) Ministry of Environment notifi cation (May 8, 1973)
d) Ministry of Environment notifi cation (Jul. 11, 1978)
e) Ministry of Environment notifi cation (Sep. 9, 2009)
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forward direction. Reaction (3) is thermodynamically 
unfavorable, and does not proceed easily. Actual NOx 
reduction proceeds as a mix of these reactions - (1), (2) 
and (3).
  NOx + αCO + βCyHz  →  1/2 N2 +βz/2 H2O + γCO2 
(4)
   Reaction (4) proceeds relatively easily in the forward 
direction, because CO and CyHz act as reducing 
agents.
   While a car is running, an oxygen excess condition 
(lean burn condition) and a fuel excess condition (rich 
burn condition) come into being alternatively and 
repeatedly responding to the running conditions; the 
former favors oxidation reactions, (1) and (2), and the 
latter favors reduction reactions, (3) and (4). The car 
exhaust catalyst can only demonstrate its maximum 
performance in a narrow range of component 
composition, which is realized when lean burn and 
rich burn conditions change places (Figure 1) The 
superb level of exhaust emission control attained by 
the present-day car exhaust catalysts mainly owes to 
the advanced electronic fuel control system; it controls 
the air-fuel ratio based on the real-time feedback 
information of emission composition so that emission 
with an optimum composition is delivered into the 
engine.[6]
   With regard to the purification of NOx, a separate 
reaction is known, besides (3) and (4), that takes 
advantage of an addition of nitrogen-containing 
reducing agents (e.g. ammonium, urea) ab extra into 
the reaction system.
NOx + 2x/3 NH3  →  (1/2 + x/3) N2 + xH2O  (5)
   The nitrogen-containing reducing agent has the 
merit of being capable of NOx selective catalytic 
reduction (SCR) even in the co-presence of oxygen. 
Prepared by STFC based on reference[6]
Figure 1 :  Catalyst for Gasoline-fueled Car: Purifi cation effi ciency vs. Air-fuel Ratio
Horizontal axis: air-fuel ratio (the mass ratio of air to fuel), Vertical axis: purification 
effi ciency. The plot indicates that the purifi cation effi ciency for CO, HC, and NOx reaches 
the maximum value simultaneously in the vicinity of air-fuel ratio 14.6.
20 nm
A magnified view of car exhaust catalysts: HAADF 
(High-Angle Annular-Dark Field)-STEM image. The 
white bright spots and the spherical images represent 
the nano-particulate (1 - 2nm) precious metal catalytic 
centers and oxide supports, respectively.
Prepared by STFC
Figure 2 :  Electron Microscopy Image of Car Exhaust 
Catalysts
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The need for a dedicated reservoir, however, makes 
this scheme diffi cult to apply in small cars. It is almost 
exclusively used in large diesel engines.
   For particulate matter (PM), no effective purifi cation 
reactions or catalytic materials have been brought 
into practical use up to now. PM is removed from the 
emission flow physically by means of a dust filter. 
See references[2] and[7] for a detailed description of 
purification technologies for diesel engine emission 
and PM.
   As is detailed in the next section, the car exhaust 
catalyst consists of precious metal nano-particles 
dispersed and supported on the surface of oxide 
supports. As the precious metal nano-particles exhibit 
catalytic activity to many physiological reactions, 
there is a concern about intaking collapsed catalyst 
particles (precious metal combined with support 
debris) along with inhaling emission gas, which may 
trigger certain diseases as the intake of PM does.
2-3 Materials and configuration of car exhaust 
catalysts
   The car exhaust catalyst has a composite structure 
consisting of transition metal nano-particles or 
transition metal ions dispersed and supported on the 
surface of a support material, which is either micro-
particles with a very large specific surface area 
(normally > 100 m2/g) or a highly porous matrix. The 
mainstream car exhaust catalyst has a configuration 
wherein a platinum group precious metal - such as 
platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd) or rhodium (Rh) – is 
dispersed as the catalytic center
   on the surface of a refractory oxide support that 
usually has silica (SiO2), alumina (Al2O3) or ceria 
(CeO2) as the main constituent. The configuration 
is called a three-way catalyst (TWC). In addition 
to the support materials cited above, refractory 
alumino-silicate materials, typically cordierite 
(2MgO･2Al2O3･5SiO2), are also used as the oxide 
matrix.
2-4 Technical challenges of material
   The prime requirement for the materials used in 
a car exhaust catalyst is a very high level of heat 
resistance and to ensure stability and reliability in 
long-term service. Catalytic centers of the car exhaust 
catalysts are, at ordinary temperatures and pressures, 
in a high dispersion state on the surface of supporting 
materials (Figure 3a). However, at higher temperatures 
(≥ 300°C) at which the catalyst functions, catalytic 
centers become massed together, or agglomerated, 
and the effective surface area decreases, resulting in a 
gradual degradation of overall catalytic functions with 
time. In practical car exhaust catalysts, a large excess 
of catalytic centers are normally dispersed on the 
support material surface to compensate the dwindling 
catalytic functions due to agglomerated catalytic 
centers. This translates into a larger consumption of 
precious metal than is actually needed.
   The second challenge placed on car exhaust catalysts 
is the upgrade of resistance to catalytic poisons, 
typically SOx. The surface of metallic nano-particles, 
or the catalytic center of car exhaust catalysts, often 
shows affi nity to other chemical species than the target 
reactive species of the catalyst. Notably, the palladium 
(Pd) surface chemically adsorbs sulfur dioxide (SO2) 
strongly. In case SO2 is present in the exhaust gas, a 
stable SO2 adsorption layer is formed on the catalyst 
surface and the layer blocks other chemical species 
from adsorbing on the surface, resulting in a serious 
suppression of the desired exhaust purification 
reactions (blocking layer, Figure 3b). This phenomenon 
is called catalyst poisoning.[8] In actual car exhaust 
catalyst systems, the catalyst material is overheated 
at regular intervals to promote thermal desorption of 
the catalytic poisons from the catalytic center surface, 
for reactivation of the catalytic function. This process, 
however, contributes to a vicious cycle: the overheating 
treatment enhances thermal agglomeration of catalytic 
centers.
   The third challenge presents the highest hurdle of all. 
Platinum group precious metals – primary material 
for producing car exhaust catalysts – are characterized 
by small market circulation volume, and are plagued 
with wild fl uctuations in price. These precious metals 
are representatives of the so-called “rare” metals, and 
more than 90% of their global output comes from 
the top three producing countries.[9,10] Because of the 
extreme maldistribution of the mineral resources, the 
rare metals pose a constant risk to the stable supply 
of these resources: changes in political situations in 
the producing countries may result in a constrained 
supply of raw materials. Notably, rhodium (Rh) is 
associated with the highest risk of this kind. It is 
practically the only one catalytically active material 
for the use in NOx reduction reactions, and its 
applications are almost exclusively targeted to the car 
exhaust catalyst (Figure 4). Still, its output is very 
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Figure 3 :  Thermal agglomeration a), and catalyst poisoning b), of the catalytic center of car exhaust 
catalysts
Prepared by STFC
Figure 4 :  Applications of precious metals (from: Johnson-Matthey Platinum 2009)
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Prepared by STFC
Figure 5 :  The components distribution in precious metal deposits (from: Johnson-Matthey Platinum 
2009)
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small (a tiny amount is produced as a byproduct of Pt 
and Pd; Figure 5). Amid the global trend promoting 
technical development conducive to usage reduction 
and recycling of rare metals, the ultimate and most 
sought-after technical challenge is the realization of a 
rare-metal-free car exhaust catalyst.
Research & Development 
of Catalyst Materials
   From the beginning when the car exhaust catalyst 
first came into use, several issues have been under 
research as persistent technical challenges typically 
including reduction of precious metal use and 
improved performance. The reduction of precious 
metal use – and ultimately a complete elimination of 
its use – contributes to lower material cost and stable 
supply, and the performance improvement includes 
a simultaneous pursuit of higher catalyst poison 
resistance (e.g. against SOx) and superior thermal 
resistance, or prevention of thermal degradation 
through the overheating process. Complete solutions 
to these issues are still not available. We can point out 
the diffi culty of identifying materials for car exhaust 
catalysts, and the difficulty of analyzing catalytic 
reaction mechanisms as the major obstacles standing 
in the way of fi nding solutions.
3-1 Research history up to the present
   Major experimental methods employed in the 
research areas relating to exhaust catalysts are 
summarized in Table 2, along with a schematic 
diagram showing the time evolution of the research 
areas. Synthesis of practical catalysts has been 
conducted, since the 1970s up to now, using inorganic 
and organic chemical synthesis techniques such 
as the precursor reduction in solution. Meanwhile, 
from the 1970s through the 1980s, spectrochemical 
techniques such as X-ray absorption near-edge 
structures (XANES) and infrared spectroscopy (IR) 
were the main tools for identifying catalytic materials 
and analyzing catalytic reactions. All these synthesis 
methods and spectrochemical techniques followed in 
the footsteps of those established for the development 
of catalytic systems such as the Ziegler-Natta catalysts 
(titanium-chloride catalysts used in polyethylene 
synthesis) and zeolite catalyst (aluminosilicate catalyst 
used in olefi n cracking). These catalytic systems have 
a common feature: they have either atomic or ionic 
catalytic centers (Figure 6a).
   However, unlike in the cases of zeolite catalyst and 
others, the catalytic centers of car exhaust catalysts 
are neither atoms nor ions, but nano-sized particulate 
solids (Figure 6b). Nano-sized particulate solids are 
generally too small for a diffractometric identifi cation 
technique, such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), and are 
too large for identification using a spectrochemical 
technique. Different from the cases with atoms 
and ions, a solid surface often exhibits complicated 
and unpredictable behavior involving a dynamic 
rearrangement of atomic arrays as the reactive 
chemical species adsorb on it. Conventional analytical 
chemical techniques were applicable to neither the 
identification of the nano-sized catalytic centers nor 
the analysis of catalytic reactions. 
   Surface science, which showed rapid growth in 
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Table 2 :  Major experimental techniques used in car exhaust catalyst related areas, and their evolution with time
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the 1980s and reached a stage of technical maturity 
in the early 1990s, elucidated the catalytic reaction 
processes taking place on solid surfaces one by 
one. Above all, the successful real-time observation 
of catalytic reaction processes by photoelectron 
emission microscope (PEEM) was an epoch-making 
achievement.[11] It is to be noted, however, that all of 
the surface scientific analysis techniques, including 
PEEM, were developed to analyze clean solid 
surfaces prepared under ultra-high vacuum conditions 
(Figure 6c). Actually, all car exhaust catalysts are 
operated under exposure to atmospheric pressure. 
It is not realistic to assume that the catalytic centers 
on car exhaust catalyst surfaces have equivalent 
characteristics as those on clean surfaces prepared 
under an ultra-high vacuum. Therefore, the reach of 
the contributions from surface science in the 1990s 
was limited for the true understanding of actual 
catalytic reactions.
   A series of breakthroughs was brought about in the 
middle of 1990s and later when the nano-technological 
methodology came into widespread use globally. In 
this period, the emergence of nano-measurement tools 
had a huge impact on surface science and the research 
& development of practical catalysts. The tools notably 
included scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(STEM), and the photoelectron spectroscopic 
methods (XPS/UPS) based on the use of synchrotron 
radiation. Especially, STEM provided a revolutionary 
analytical means in that it could determine the 
crystal structure and the chemical composition at 
each catalytic center. At present, STEM has gained 
such an identification capacity that it provides the 
atomic number for each constituent atom of a nano-
sized particle.[12] Photoelectron spectrometry used to 
prove effective only for clean surface analysis, but the 
advent of synchrotron XPS has extended the reach 
of this technique far beyond the conventional range, 
including chemical state analysis of actual catalytic 
centers dispersed in the support material. Since 
identification of catalytic centers became available 
at the atomic level, the gap between surface science 
and the research & development of practical catalysts 
narrowed rapidly.
   The progress described above is well exemplified 
when we take a look at the trend of research themes 
published in these 40 years, since the advent of 
the three-way catalyst. Figure 7 shows a statistical 
frequency analysis of the methods employed, for 
material identification and elucidation of catalytic 
reaction mechanism, in the papers that related directly 
or indirectly to the car exhaust catalyst. Two types of 
catalysts were compared – car exhaust catalysts with 
nano-particulate catalytic centers and a conventional 
catalyst – a zeolite catalyst with ionic catalytic 
centers was used for the latter as reference. In this 
investigation, searches were made on the article 
subjects and abstracts using the scholarly journal 
article database SCOPUS, where keywords such as 
“(Pt+Rh+Pd) × (catalyst) × (sample identification 
and catalyst reaction analysis method (UV, IR, etc.)” 
were used for searching papers relating to car exhaust 
catalyst, and “zeolite×catalyst × (sample identifi cation 
and catalytic reaction analysis method)” was used 
for searching articles relating to the zeolite catalyst. 
The articles that met the search conditions were 
extracted, and the result was plotted with the methods 
(material identifi cation and catalyst reaction analysis) 
on the horizontal axis, with the number of articles 
corresponding to them plotted on the vertical axis.
   The search result on articles relating to car exhaust 
catalysts showed that, during the 20-year period from 
1969 to 1989, spectrochemical methods, typically 
IR, dominated in the material identification and 
catalytic reaction analysis (Figure 7, white boxes in 
the left chart). Since 1990, STEM/TEM and XPS/
UPS methods became by far the most frequently used 
method (Figure 7, black boxes in the left chart). For 
the reference subject (i.e. zeolite catalysts), in contrast, 
no signifi cant difference was found between the two 
periods – from 1969 to 1989, and 1980 or later (white 
and black boxes in the right chart). This result shows 
very clearly that the nano-measurement tools had 
a huge impact on the car exhaust catalyst research, 
where the surface of nano-solid particles plays an 
important role as catalytic centers.
   A research example in the field of car exhaust 
catalysts where a nano-measurement tool had a 
decisive contribution to solving the technical challenge 
was the research & development of an intelligent 
catalyst published in 2002.[13,14] The material used in 
the intelligent catalyst is a perovskite-type composite 
oxide with the composition formula (AB1-xPGMx)O3, 
which is stable at normal temperatures and pressures. 
In this formula, A represents a lanthanoid or alkaline 
earth element, and B a 3d-transision metal, and PGM 
a precious metal, respectively. When exposed to a 
reductive gas atmosphere that contains CO and HC, 
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Prepared by SFTC
Figure 6 :  Schematic illustration of catalytic centers: a) zeolite catalyst, b) car 
exhaust catalyst, c) clear solid surface
the material segregates into two distinctive phases 
– a deficient form of oxide and pure PGM phases – 
by releasing PGM ions out of the crystal lattice. The 
pure PGM phase precipitates on the surface of the 
oxide matrix as nano-particles with a size of roughly 
1nm, and it exerts purification activities for car 
emissions. As described in section 2-2, two air-fuel 
conditions take turns repeatedly inside an automobile 
engine at work depending on driving conditions – 
the rich burn condition (excess amount of CO, HC; 
reductive atmosphere) and the lean burn condition 
(excess amount of NOx, O2; oxidative atmosphere). 
The pure PGM nano-particle phase, once deposited 
under exposure to reductive atmosphere, is oxidized 
to ions again when the emission changes to oxidative 
atmosphere and dispersed inside the perovskite lattice. 
This repetitive creation and annihilation of catalytic 
centers in sync with the reductive/oxidative atmosphere 
cycle have an effect of preventing the agglomeration of 
catalytic centers. This also enables a drastic reduction 
of precious metal use, as well as realizing superb heat-
tolerance characteristics.
   The intelligent catalyst is an achievement of 
researchers in private enterprises, who endeavored 
through much trial and error to upgrade the heat 
resistance property, no matter how slight a degree, of 
the catalytic centers of sthree-way catalysts (Pt, Pd, 
or Rh nano-particle) by dispersing them on a variety 
of oxide supports. During the course of research 
& development, samples were sent to SPring-8 (a 
Japanese synchrotron radiation facility) for high-
intensity source EXAFS analysis. The analysis 
revealed that the catalytic centers are created and 
annihilated repeatedly depending on the changes 
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Figure 7:  Trends in research paper themes: methods of sample identifi cation and catalytic reaction analysis. 
A comparison of car exhaust catalysts and zeolite catalysts
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in atmosphere – a mechanism of catalysis peculiar 
to the intelligent catalysts.[15] The analysis not only 
indicated an excellent solution against the thermal 
agglomeration of catalytic centers – one of the greatest 
challenges remaining in the three-way catalyst – 
but also provided groundbreaking knowledge on 
the behavior of metallic ions inside the oxide matrix 
exposed to a changing atmosphere. The intelligent 
catalyst can be viewed as an outstanding success 
example, where collaboration of material development 
and nano-measurement technology had a significant 
contribution both on basic and applied research & 
development. 
3-2 Trends of research & development in the 
future
   Although the development of the intelligent catalyst 
brought us a breakthrough upgrade of temperature 
resistance, in precious metal-based car exhaust 
catalysts, challenges with greater difficulty still 
remain: a precious-metal-free catalyst that totally 
eliminates the use of precious metals, and catalysts 
resistant to poisoning by impurities. Toward the 
realization of precious-metal-free catalysts, many 
attempts are being made to use nano-particles 
produced from non-precious metal-based alloys (e.g. 
Ni or Fe) as catalytic centers. Recently, coverage 
became a focus of attention that reported that a 
carbide alloy catalyst – a combination of carbon, 
iron, and cerium – exhibited an emission purifi cation 
activity better than the platinum-based catalysts.[16] The 
reported catalyst deserves attention not only because 
it indicates the realization of a precious-metal-free 
catalyst, but also because it uses iron, an element 
without physiological toxicity, as a constituent. At 
present, detailed information on this material is not 
available. The future success of identifi cation in such 
key items as the chemical composition and the crystal 
structure of the catalytic centers, morphology and 
sizes of the catalyst can well bring about a signifi cant 
breakthrough both in terms of basic science and the 
development of practical materials.
   The precious-metal-free catalyst must have a high 
level of resistance to impurity poisoning, as well as 
an emission purification performance equal to, or 
better than that of precious- metal-based counterparts. 
Even if suffering poisoning from such material as 
SOx, the precious metal catalyst can be reactivated 
through an overheating process that thermally desorbs 
the catalytically poisonous materials. Because of 
this property, a higher emphasis was placed on 
improved thermal resistance rather than on resistance 
to impurity poisoning in the development efforts of 
three-way catalysts. If the transition to precious-metal-
free catalysts, with base metal elements in the catalytic 
center, succeeds in the future, there will be a concern 
that the catalytic center may be transformed into 
sulfides and/or phosphides, resulting in irreversible 
deactivation of the catalysts.
   Several attempts are being made at present to 
improve the poisoning resistance of metallic catalysts. 
An attempt has been reported, for example, to 
combine the catalytically active element with other 
metallic elements; the combination transforms the 
catalytic center into an intermetallic compound – 
neither a metallic element nor an alloy – that sterically 
blocks surface absorption of catalytic poisons.[17]
   Another research group is trying to use cobalt 
ions and/or copper ions incorporated in zeolite and 
aluminum phosphate lattices as a catalytic center, 
instead of conventional metallic nano-particulate 
catalytic centers. The group has so far succeeded in 
producing a good NOx reducing characteristic using 
this system.[18] 
   Although these attempts are still in their basic 
research stages, expectations are running high that 
they will evolve, with the help of closer collaboration 
between nano-measurement technology and surface 
science, into practically feasible new catalysts in the 
future.
The Research System in the 
Future
   Research on the elementary processes of car 
exhaust catalysts has been propelled energetically 
worldwide by the academic communities, notably 
universities and national research organizations. The 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2007 was granted to 
the research on dynamic adsorption and desorption 
processes of carbon monoxide and oxygen on solid 
surfaces.[19] On the other hand, the evolution of car 
exhaust catalysts for practical use owes much to 
the research & development effort of individual car 
manufacturers. Starting with the development of the 
three-way catalyst (Ford; see 2-3), many achievements 
followed suit, from the realization of the NOx-trap 
catalysts (TOYOTA[20]) until the recent development 
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of the intelligent catalyst (DAIHATSU[13-15], see this 
report). The NOx-trap catalysts enhanced catalytic 
response following the changes in air-fuel ratio by 
addition of alkaline-earth elements to the three-way 
catalyst, and the intelligent catalyst improved heat 
resistance dramatically by utilizing phase separation 
phenomena in precious metal oxides. It is safe to say 
that all of the major innovation in this field came 
from car manufacturers, especially from Japanese 
manufacturers.
   For Japan to maintain and extend its competitive 
edge in this area, neither the industrial sector-driven 
research & development for practical materials nor 
the basic research in academic communities will 
be sufficiently effective in itself in a view toward 
the future. A constructive cyclic relation should be 
established between them: knowledge of the reaction 
mechanism obtained from basic research and the 
design proposals of catalytic materials will be refl ected 
in the research & development of practical materials 
without delay, and the new catalystic materials and 
processes developed in the industrial sector will 
provide novel research subjects.
   For this purpose, as the success case of the intelligent 
catalyst indicates, it is essential for the industrial 
sector and academic community to collaborate closely 
to carry out a two-way approach, i.e. basic and applied 
research concurrently, taking full advantage of the 
nano-measurement tools. In concrete terms, active 
use of the following advanced experiment equipment 
is essential: high-performance scanning electron 
microscopes (identification of nano-particulate 
catalytic centers at an atomic level), photoemission 
spectroscopy (e.g. SPring-8; elucidation of catalysis). 
In addition, proactive use of supercomputers is also 
indispensable – it sheds new light on surface reaction 
dynamics from the theoretical viewpoint. Many of 
these tools require a high level of investment for 
introduction and operation, and also require both the 
knowledge and experience on the part of the user to 
operate such sophisticated instruments and to perform 
highly complex data analysis. Especially, to take full 
advantage of the supercomputer, the requirements 
go far beyond the high-speed central processing 
unit and huge storage capacity: the development of 
mathematical models and software with superior 
general versatility and analytical performance will be 
an integral part of the system use, and the model must 
be able to incorporate such information as the catalyst 
material’s structure, composition, and catalytic 
characteristics as extensively as possible.
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3
Global Trend in Aberration Correction Technology for Electron 
Microscopes and the Current Status in Japan
Eiji ABE
Affiliated Fellow
Introduction
   Everyone who reads this report has, at least once, 
used an optical microscope in the science lab at 
school. By magnifying a tiny piece of a plant and 
seeing a “cellula” (meaning a small room; the origin of 
the word “cell”), children come to a realization of the 
world of small things beyond the reach of the naked 
eye. More than 300 years ago, Leeuwenhoek made the 
fi rst microscope, using the lenses of his own polishing, 
and he rapidly discovered many microbes. However, 
no matter how precisely its lenses are polished, such 
a microscope encounters a limit to resolving tiny 
objects. The optical microscope, which uses visible 
light (wavelength range: 380–750 nm) as the detecting 
agent cannot capture objects whose dimensions are 
smaller than the wavelength of such light; around 1μm 
is the limit of resolution in principle (Figure 1[1]).
   The fact that an electron is a particle that behaves as 
a wavelet was a discovery brought about by quantum 
mechanics, and was a highlight of the 20th century 
science. Electron microscopy is one of the most 
immediate examples of unfolding and utilizing the 
benefits of the wave-like nature of the electron as 
revealed by quantum mechanics. In the early part of 
the 20th century, Ruska in Germany constructed the 
world’s first electron microscope and broke through 
the resolution barrier of optical microscopes (Figure 1). 
In recognition of his achievement, Ruska was awarded 
the Nobel Prize in physics in 1986. Already in the 
infancy of electron microscopy development, Japan 
started an industry-academia-government project 
(Committee 37, Japan Society for the Promotion of 
Science) and succeeded in establishing the leading 
position in the subsequent growth in this area on a 
worldwide basis. In the 1970s, four items from Japan 
were rated among the “100 technologies that most 
1
affected society” published by OECD (Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development), and 
the electron microscope was one of them, in addition 
to the Shinkansen bullet train, the transistor radio, and 
the video camera. In 1980 and subsequent years, the 
electron microscopes delivered by Japanese companies 
enabled high-resolution observations of such objects 
as biomolecules and atomic arrays one after the other, 
paving the way to almost ubiquitous installation 
among major research institutes around the world. 
The development of electron microscopes marked a 
remarkable success in the history of Japanese science, 
and the good reputation of “electron microscopes 
made in Japan” resounded throughout the world.
   Towards the end of the 20th century, a new revolution 
was brought about in Germany, the birthplace of the 
electron microscope. A new “spherical aberration 
corrector” for EM magnetic lenses was developed,[2] 
providing a breakthrough upgrade of resolving 
power, which had seemed to be hitting a ceiling, in 
a cost-effective manner (Figure 1). The world was 
quick to respond to the arrival of the new technology, 
and projects for developing an EM with aberration 
correction capability started in quick succession in 
Europe and the USA. Especially worth noting was 
that the USA, which had hitherto been an onlooker in 
this technological area, started to make moves to gain 
initiatives in the research and development of electron 
microscopes through unprecedented investment in this 
area under the leadership of the federal government.
This was an unexpected turn of events to Japan, 
leading to its falling one step behind other countries, 
at least in the early stages of the development of 
aberration correctors.
   In this report, the author reviews the development 
history of the electron microscope, and presents 
an overview of the current development trends 
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in aberration-corrected electron microscopes in 
Japan and the world. The author also describes the 
trend toward multifunctional, versatile electron 
microscopes, which was triggered by the arrival of 
aberration correction technology. Finally, the author 
intends to express his personal view on the measures 
Japan should take, from a long-term perspective, to 
regain the true “specialty” status.
Development—Pre-aberration 
correction era
2-1 The Invention of the Electron Microscope
   Quantum mechanics taught us that the electron has 
a wave nature, as well as being an elementary particle, 
and the relation between momentum and wavelength 
was formulated by the concept of the “matter wave” 
as propounded by de Broglie. The immediate 
conclusion derived from this relationship is that an 
electron, in motion accelerated under the infl uence of 
a fi xed voltage, can have a much shorter wavelength 
than that of visible light. This means that, if given a 
lens that can operate using electrons, a microscope 
with a much higher resolution can be constructed. As 
the magnetic field produced by a solenoid (a coil of 
conductive wire) has an electron convergence effect, 
corresponding to the convex lenses in an optical 
system, attempts were made immediately to develop 
a “super microscope” using a combination of the 
electron and magnetic lenses. The magnifi cation factor 
attained by the first prototype, however, remained 
only in the level of 10 to 20, rendering it practically 
useless (Table 1). This failure was ascribed to the fact 
that the performance of magnetic lenses fell far short 
of expectations. Ernst Ruska came up with the final 
solution to this challenge: he invented a part called 
a “pole piece” (Figure 2) to converge the magnetic 
flux generated by the coil more effectively, and the 
magnetic lens incorporating it proved quite effective 
for realizing much higher electron convergence 
(lens magnification) characteristics. In 1934, a super 
microscope that incorporated two stages of pole-piece 
magnetic lenses became the fi rst electron microscope 
to exceed the resolution attainable with optical 
microscopes. Ruska continued his efforts for further 
development of electron microscopes at Siemens 
AG. His contribution includes the introduction of the 
first commercial instrument in 1939, and the high-
resolution commercial instrument in 1954 (Elemiskop 
I: resolution approximately 1 nm), which is the 
prototype of current models (Table 1).
   Ruska’s success largely came down to his 
manufacture of a high-performance magnetic lens. 
It is said that he was not keenly aware of quantum 
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Source: Reference[1], Copyright© Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
Figure 1:  Evolution of Microscope Resolution: from the Optical to Electron Microscope
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mechanics (i.e. the wave nature of electrons); rather, 
he presumably designed the magnetic lens simply 
according to the theory of his time and tried to 
upgrade its performance by putting his technological 
ingenuity into full use. His attitude reminds us of 
Leeuwenhoek, who engaged in a single-minded effort 
to polish lenses more than 300 years ago.
2-2 Japan’s Surge—Brilliant Success of the 
Industry-Academia-Government Project
   The development of electron microscopes in Japan 
began in 1939,[5] when committee 37 of the Japan 
Society for the Promotion of Science (hereafter 
referred to as JSPS committee 37), chaired by Mr. 
Seto (Tokyo University), was established. Scholars 
and researchers from a wide spectrum of academic 
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Prepared by STFC. The photograph on the left is reprinted from reference4]. 
The photographs on the right are provided by Hitachi and JEOL.
Table 1:  Electron Microscopy Development History: Early Years in Germany and Japan
Prepared by STFC
Figure 2:  Schematic Cross-sectional View of the Pole Piece Insertion Type Magnetic Lens
To prevent a magnetic fi eld leak, the entire coil is covered by a soft iron yoke. The magnetic 
fl ux generated by the coil is converged effectively at the top of the pole piece, enabling the 
electron beam to come into a focus in a short distance.
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fields—electronic engineering, physics, chemistry, 
medicine—made up this committee, as well as 
engineers from major manufacturers, such as Tokyo 
Shibaura Denki (current Toshiba), Hitachi, Shimazu 
Corporation, and NEC. They got together under 
industry-academia-government collaboration with 
the common aim of developing a Japanese electron 
microscope. An open policy was adopted in managing 
the committee, in which all the data obtained was 
available to all members irrespective of the boundaries 
of universities and companies. The period coincided 
with the outbreak of the Second World War, making 
it impossible to import the brand-new electron 
microscopes developed in Germany. It is said that this 
diffi culty actually had a benefi cial effect in promoting 
independent development efforts. As these conditions 
as a whole worked positively, the development of 
electron microscopes achieved a brilliantly successful 
outcome in the history of Japanese science. It may 
be difficult to create these situations in modern-
day Japan, where, although we are saturated with 
information from around the world, ironically, secrecy 
in research is rampant. 
   In the early era of the electron microscope, Kasai 
(from the Electric Test Institute National Institute for 
Electrical Engineering: currently National Institute of 
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology), one of 
the core members of JSPS committee 37, was engaged 
in the development of a cathode-ray (electron beam) 
oscillograph, which was, although its purpose was 
different, substantially the same device as the electron 
microscope (Table 1). Acknowledging quickly the 
importance of the electron microscope, he moved to 
Hitachi and wasted little time in playing an important 
role as the driving force behind the development of 
the first prototype (HU-1) and the first Japan-made 
commercial electron microscope (HU-2). Japan 
embarked on the development of electron microscopes 
about ten years after Germany, and, in a matter of 
several years after the launch of the committee, 
accomplished an equipment development that was 
rated on par with the fi nest in the world. The success 
can be attributed to the following: 1) Japan already 
had the set of basic technologies in the fi eld of electron 
optics, and 2) the committee functioned substantially 
at a high level to link together the efforts in academia, 
industry, and government, while maintaining a 
well-disciplined sharing of the latest data. As Japan 
entered the post-war restoration period, Kazato 
and others established the Japan Electron Optics 
Laboratory Co., Ltd (currently JEOL), whose main 
business was manufacturing electron microscopes. 
The first commercial instrument it developed (JEM-
1) was a microscope that could also measure electron 
diffraction, making it a precursor of modern multi-
functional electron microscopes. Until the latter half 
of the 1950s, Toshiba also walked its own independent 
path in developing electron microscopes (electrostatic 
lens), but it later pulled out of this area. The reason 
for its withdrawal from the business seemed to stem 
partly from technical reasons, including the technical 
barrier of the electrostatic lens. The major reason was, 
however, presumably the need for more engineers in 
other areas of technology, in particular, the area of 
semiconductors, which showed rapid growth in the 
post-war era. Such need is inevitable for multifaceted 
giants. Siemens AG, the company that gave birth to 
the electron microscope, also stopped its production, 
presumably for similar reasons.
   After the initial development, the electron 
microscope treaded a path toward higher performance 
and higher resolution in response to users’ demands. 
Japanese companies made remarkable progress 
during this period, owing to the high technological 
basis established in a comprehensive manner through 
the activities of JSPS committee 37. The electron 
microscopes manufactured by Japanese companies, 
Hitachi and JOEL in particular, were rapidly gaining 
ascendancy over the world market. By around 1966, 
when the convention of the International Electron 
Microscopy Society was held in Kyoto, more than 
2,500 electron microscopes were produced in Japan, 
and apparently over half of them were exported.[5] 
The development of the electron microscope during 
this period reached a stage of being hailed as a 
“Japanese specialty.” From 1970 onward, the further 
advancement of electron microscopes, especially in 
terms of resolution, enabled them even to capture 
images of biomolecules and atoms in materials.
   The mainstream technology for attaining higher 
resolution, in this period, was to increase the 
acceleration voltage of electrons: the larger the electron 
momentum, the shorter the wavelength, thus resulting 
in resolution upgrade. Entering 1990, the high-
voltage and ultra-high-voltage electron microscopes 
(acceleration voltage: 400–1250 kV) developed in 
Japan, supported by its high technical standards, and 
attained a maximum resolution close to 0.1 nm (Figure 
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1). Many of these electron microscopes were installed 
in major research institutes around the world as their 
fl agship instruments (Figure 3).
Arrival of the Aberration Correction 
Electron Microscope
   Through the development of ultra-high voltage 
instruments, the resolution of electron microscopes 
reached the level of 0.1nm by around 1990. However, 
a review of Figure1 reminds us of the fact that the 
resolution upgrade showed signs of leveling off in 
the 1990s. As described earlier, the resolution of the 
optical microscope reached a ceiling of about 1μm, and 
this was caused by the principle behind this device (i.e. 
the wavelength of visible light). The wavelength of an 
electron accelerated by 1.25 million volts is estimated, 
based on the material wave concept, to reach the order 
of 1 pm (1 picometer: 10-12 m). That is, the 0.1 nm 
resolution is far lower than the value dictated by the 
principle (102–103 times as low). The resolution of 
the electron microscope in those times was severely 
restricted by the effect of the large spherical aberration 
of magnetic lenses, and its reduction and elimination 
had been a long-standing wish of the electron 
microscope researchers. In this chapter, the author 
describes the principle of the magnetic lens aberration 
corrector, which was introduced in the latter half of 
the 1990s and brought about a breakthrough upgrade 
of resolution surpassing the 0.1nm barrier, and also the 
course of events leading to its development.
3-1 What is Spherical Aberration?
   In order to approach the resolution dictated by the 
working principle (i.e. the order of the wavelength), the 
range of incident waves into the lens must be expanded 
as wide as possible (resolution determined by the 
diffraction limit∝wavelength/lens aperture). The 
waves that impinge a convex lens on its near edge area 
have a larger deviation from the ideal focal point in the 
focal position (Figure 4: left), and this effect restricts 
the range of waves available for imaging. The origin 
of the deviation is ascribed to the spherical aberration 
of the lens. The effect of spherical aberration (Cs) is 
more apparent in the near edge area of the lens, where 
a wave propagates at a larger converging angle, α, and 
the magnitude of deviation from the ideal focal point is 
known to be proportional to Csα3 (in optics, spherical 
aberration is referred to as 3rd order aberration). In a 
general optical system, spherical aberration can be 
corrected using a combination of concave and convex 
lenses (Figure 4: right). It would be better if the 
magnetic lens used in an electron microscope could 
also be corrected by a concave lens, but, because the 
magnetic lens has an inherent rotational symmetry 
around the incidence axis of electrons (see Figure 2), 
it can exert fundamentally only the action of a convex 
lens. The aberration correction technique that came 
Photograph: by courtesy of Tokyo University (graduate school, 
engineering)
Figure 3:  JEOL’s ultra-high voltage electron microscope 
(acceleration voltage: 125 × 104 volts)
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Figure 4:  Schematic diagram of spherical aberration, and 
its correction by a combination of convex and 
concave lenses 
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into practical use in recent years utilizes non-rotation 
symmetric lenses to effect a convex lens action, whose 
theoretical basis was already given back in the 1940s.
3-2 Development of Aberration Correction Using 
Multipole Lenses
   In the latter half of the 1940s, when the electron 
microscope was still in the very early stage of 
development, physicist Scherzer at the Technical 
University of Darmstadt (Germany) was conducting 
a far-sighted series of research projects that was to 
trigger broad consequences. For example, he proposed 
the theoretical optical condition required for imaging 
an atomic array with the electron microscope, now 
commonly knows as the “Scherzer condition,” 
long before the equipment performance reached 
the level to do so.[6] He had far-reaching insight into 
lens characteristics from the early years: he showed 
theoretically that an axisymmetrical (rotational 
symmetrical) magnetic lens could not generate 
negative aberration (concave lens effect), and was also 
the first researcher that proposed the possibility of 
spherical aberration correction by means of a multi-
staged combination of multipole lenses. Multipole 
lenses consist of several magnetic poles arranged 
in a non-axisymmetric manner in a plane, and are 
classified into quadrupole, hexapole, and octapole 
construction depending on the number of magnetic 
poles. The aberration correction techniques based 
on the use of multipole lenses fall into two main 
approaches: a combination of quadrupoles and 
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Table 2:  Development history of aberration correction with multipole lenses
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Figure 5:  Defl ection of incident electron beam by 
a non-axisymmetric quadrupole lens 
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octapoles based on Scherzer’s idea, and a hexapole 
approach that started with a proposal by Hawkes 
(French Center National de la Recherche Scientifi que). 
The historical development of each of these 
approaches is outlined in Table 2. In the following 
sections, a brief description of working principles will 
be presented for the quadrupole-octapole and hexapole 
approaches. For further technical details, please refer 
to the references.[7-9]
3-2-1 Aberration Correction by Quadrupole-
Octapole Lenses
   An electron beam that passes through a multipole 
lens is either defl ected from, or converged toward the 
beam axis, depending on the symmetry determined 
by the number of magnetic poles that constitute the 
lens. As an example, the cross sectional deformation 
of an electron beam caused by a quadrupole lens is 
schematically shown in Figure 5. In the octapole fi eld, 
the deflection it causes diverges the beam (concave 
lens action) to one direction, producing an aberration 
whose effect has, like spherical aberration, a third-
order dependency to α, thus enabling it to correct 
aberration to this direction. Directional control of 
correction can be performed by taking advantage of 
the characteristics of multipole lenses: the deflective 
force is stronger in the vicinity of the magnetic pole, 
and becomes weaker toward the center. To be specifi c, 
the beam is converged strongly only in the X-direction 
while passing through a quadrupole field, and then 
it passes through an octapole fi eld in such a way that 
the expanded Y-direction coincides with the diverging 
direction of the octapole field: these two steps 
accomplish aberration correction in the Y-direction. 
Allowing the beam to pass through a polarity-inverted 
quadrupole lens, the beam regains a circular cross-
section (aberration correction accomplished only 
in the Y-direction). Subsequent and similar steps in 
the X-direction complete the overall correction of 
spherical aberration. The sequence of these processes 
is shown schematically in Figure 6.
   Obviously, the aberration corrector can only be 
realized by using a complex confi guration with several 
lenses. Spherical correction can only be corrected 
Prepared by STFC
Figure 6:  Divergence and convergence effect of quadrupole and octapole 
lenses. Schematic diagram of aberration correction effect by a 
multi-stage lens configuration (4-stage quadrupoles and 3-stage 
octapoles)
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by passing the incident beam through multi-staged, 
repetitive processes: deformation of the incident beam, 
followed by the recovery of the original shape. A very 
high level of precision control is required throughout 
these processes, because each of the magnetic poles 
in all stages of magnetic lenses must maintain exact 
correlation with each other. In comparison with the 
conventional electron microscopes that required 
basically the control and adjustment of only one 
lens, the level of control required for the aberration 
correction lens is much higher and complex. In the 
early 1970s, Crewe, who had made an outstanding 
accomplishment in the fi led of particle beam control, 
constructed an aberration collector at the University of 
Illinois. Although this device had a suffi cient design 
performance, it failed to attain the expected resolution 
upgrade on the actual equipment. His failure is 
ascribed basically to the insufficient maturity level 
of technologies at that time including: flaws of the 
multipole action due to the lack of homogeneity of 
magnetic materials used for the device construction, 
and the technological immaturity in performing 
precise control and fine adjustment of the lenses 
simultaneously.
   Subsequent advancement of these basic technologies 
changed the situation. The Rose-Haider type 
corrector, described in the following section, achieved 
a successful outcome, and a practical application 
of a quadrupole-octapole aberration correction 
device followed in 1999 by Krivanke and others (at 
Cambridge University). Through their subsequent 
research, they have developed an even higher 
resolution aberration corrector (5th order spherical 
aberration).[11] Note here that the quadrupole-octapole 
corrector cannot be applied to the transmission 
electron microscope (TEM): the correction device 
only has the effect of converging the electron 
beam impinging the sample, while a TEM requires 
aberration correction of the electron wave surface 
after the beam has passed through the sample. 
Partly because of this fundamental limitation, the 
quadrupole-octapole aberration correction device was 
first brought into practical use in a low acceleration 
scanning electron microscope (SEM: acceleration 
voltage 1 kV) that was relatively easy to control (1994: 
see Figure 1).
3-2-2 Aberration Correction by Hexapole Lenses
   In a hexapole lens, unlike the quadrupole-octapole 
configuration described above, the magnetic poles 
are arranged so that they face a magnetic pole of 
opposite polarity (Figure 7, upper left). Thus, the two 
electron beams traveling in axially opposite locations, 
near either one of the face-to-face magnetic poles, 
are deflected in the same directions. As described 
in the previous section, the deflection action of a 
multipole lens is stronger near the pole, and becomes 
weaker toward the center. Incident beam A in Figure 9 
(upper) is subject to a force that defl ects it away from 
the optical axis, and the deflecting force becomes 
stronger as it passes through the hexapole field. On 
the other hand, the incident beam B, subject to a force 
deflecting it toward the optical axis, experiences a 
decreasing deflecting force as it passes through the 
hexapole field. The overall effect of the hexapole 
field deflects the beam away from the optical axis, 
i.e. concave lens action. The effect of this diverging 
defl ection has a 3rd order dependency on α, meaning 
that it can be used to correct spherical aberration. The 
hexapole lens, by its nature, does not require a beam 
deformation process to one particular direction (Figure 
5), which is a clear advantage over the quadrupole-
octapole lens. However, it generates a very signifi cant 
three-fold astigmatism (2nd order aberration on α) 
that deforms the beam cross section into a triangular 
shape, which can be a fatal drawback (Figure 7, upper 
right). Although many theoretical attempts were 
made to exploit the hexapole field, a negative view 
on its applicability was gaining momentum because 
of this drawback. Rose, the successor to Scherzer’s 
laboratory, came up with a brilliant idea to solve this 
problem: the insertion of a transfer-lens,[13] which led 
the hexapole directly to practical application.
   Figure 7 (lower) shows the confi guration of a Rose-
type hexapole correction system. Two hexapole lenses 
(hexapole I and II) are installed in tandem in such 
an orientation that the second has a reverse polarity 
arrangement in comparison with the first, so that 
the second cancels out the three-fold astigmatism 
created by the fi rst. This cancellation can be enabled 
through the use of a set of transfer-lenses: one of 
them transfers the rear focal plane of the objective 
lens to be aberration corrected to the optical principal 
surface of the first hexapole lens, and then to the 
next hexapole. The series of lens actions, including 
the brilliant assistance by the transfer lenses, enable 
the hexapole system to achieve 3rd order spherical 
aberration correction. The Rose-type corrector 
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was first incorporated in 1995 into the instrument 
developed by CEOS[14] (a company established by a 
student of Rose’s named Haider), which was the fi rst 
successful realization of resolution upgrade of the 
electron microscope through aberration correction. 
The hexapole corrector has become the mainstream 
correcting device in modern electron microscopes, 
owing to its applicability to both the electron beam 
convergence type (STEM) and transmitted wave 
correction type (TEM) electron microscopes.
3-3 The Keys to the Development of Aberration 
Correction—Why They Were not Invented in Japan
   The aberration correction technique by means of 
the multipole lens became feasible at the end of the 
20th century, after about 50 years since its principle 
was propounded. This has been one of the common 
situations we have witnessed many times in many 
fields, where immature technology hindered the 
process of theoretical feasibility into the development 
of actual equipment. It is only natural for people to 
think that, given that Japan had the most advanced 
basis technologies of the electron microscope it should 
have been the fi rst country to develop the aberration 
correction technology. Some of the key factors and 
backdrops underlying the development of aberration 
correction are reviewed as below.
1) The development of automatic control software
   The operation of multi-pole, multi-staged lenses 
requires sophisticated precision control. The 
development of automatic optical tuning software was 
the ultimate key to the realization of a commercial 
instrument. It is a noteworthy backdrop of modern 
times, where the calculating power of computers 
has achieved breakthrough growth, upon which the 
abundant availability of computer power worked 
strongly in favor of the development of aberration 
correctors. Japanese manufacturers generally had a 
tendency to place more emphasis on improvement of 
hardware performance (equipment itself) rather than 
software development. It seemed that this posture 
worked as a hindrance.
2) Venture entrepreneurship
   Both CEOS (Germany) and Nion (USA),[15] the 
developers of aberration correctors, were the venture 
enterprises that had a small personal organization 
and operated to exploit the idea propounded by an 
individual. Most of the engineers working with Nion 
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Figure 7:  Divergence and convergence effect of a hexapole lens, and a 
schematic diagram of Rose-Haider aberration corrector (multi-
staged hexapole-transfer lens confi guration)
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are doctoral degree holders, and the high standard 
of professional ability of each engineer underlies the 
company’s technical development. The persistent 
difficulties discouraging entrepreneurial ventures in 
Japan can be pointed out as a factor preventing the 
development of a Japanese aberration corrector, as 
well as the general disinclination found in Japanese 
companies to hire doctoral degree holders.
3) Basic research and human resources
   As described earlier, the development of the 
aberration corrector, centered in UK and Germany, 
was the fruit of long-standing basic research over 
several generations in their universities. Rose’s idea, 
i.e. the transfer lens, was a breakthrough as decisive 
as Ruska’s pole piece and paved the way to practical 
realization. Looking back on these 50 years, there 
were several instances of germinal basic research on 
electron optics and aberration correction in Japan, 
such as the corrector for SEM (30 kV) by Okayama,[16] 
and the modulation imaging type aberration correction 
by Shimizu, Takai et al (a group centered in Osaka 
University).[17] However, as evidenced from the fact 
that continuous research on a multipole corrector for 
a high energy beam was not undertaken by Japanese 
academia, we must admit that we had a poor breeding 
ground for a decisive idea for the realization of an 
aberration corrector.
   Items 1) and 2) are often discussed in conjunction 
with the character of Japanese enterprises and 
industries. According to the author’s view, although 
Japan’s delay in developing an aberration corrector 
was partly due to these factors, the main and direct 
causes probably reside elsewhere.
Rose’s idea that triggered a technical breakthrough, 
i.e. the transfer lens, was an unexpectedly neat 
solution to the researchers engaged in electron optics. 
Many of those concerned in this scientific field, 
including the author, probably considered it a typically 
German product, characterized by steadily enduring, 
continuous effort in basic research. The aberration 
correction technology was never a single-day 
conception. The researchers and engineers in Japan at 
that time, although they may have had the theoretical 
aspects of aberration correction somewhere in their 
mind and, at least potentially, a sufficient ability to 
develop it, assumed its technical realization unlikely, 
or that it would take a long period of time. This 
mindset naturally deprived Japan of the chance to 
attain commercial realization of this technology. Japan 
had long enjoyed almost across-the-board dominance 
in the global electron microscopy market. What those 
who were engaged in this fi eld lost sight of at that time 
might have been the challenging spirit and enthusiasm 
seen in the time of JSPS committee 37.
Global Evolution of Aberration-
corrected Microscopes (2000 and 
after)
   Since the proposal of the National Nanotechnology 
Initiative (NNI) by the USA in 2000, the presence 
of electron microscopes as a required tool for 
nanotechnology research had been increasing. 
The arrival of the aberration corrector amid this 
enthusiasm naturally captured international attention. 
The previous generation of electron microscopes 
depended heavily on higher acceleration voltage to 
attain higher resolution, but the high-energy electron 
beam would severely damage the sample under 
observation, significantly limiting its applicability in 
such important areas as semiconductors and biological 
samples. Lens aberration correction could conduce 
much higher resolution than before using a relatively 
low acceleration voltage (low energy), promising 
a breakthrough expansion of the range of samples 
observable with the electron microscope. In quick 
response to the importance of this development, 
European countries and the USA launched a cascade 
of projects relating to the aberration-corrected electron 
microscope. 
4-1 Global Trend of Aberration Correction Projects
   Major projects deployed in the world for the 
development of aberration-corrected microscopes are 
summarized in Table 3. The following is an overview 
of each of these projects.
- SuperSTEM (UK)
   The UK has been the leader when it comes to the 
type of transmission electron microscope that scans 
converged electron beams (STEM), both in terms 
of theoretical basis and practical development. It is 
now advancing the SuperSTEM project, aiming at a 
further performance upgrade of STEM. The system 
uses a high-luminance, high-interference electron 
beam converged to a diameter of 0.1 nm or less by 
means of aberration correction lenses, and is tagged 
4
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as “A Synchrotron in a Microscope” because it is 
associated with the synchrotron radiation facilities 
that have shown remarkable progress in recent years. 
SuperSTEM is one of the earliest starters among the 
projects related to aberration correction around the 
world.
- TEAM (USA)
   The USA launched the TEAM (Transmission 
Electron Aberration-corrected Microscope) project in 
2000 under the initiative of the Department of Energy 
(DOE), and started moves in view of gaining the lead 
in equipment development, while constructing a wide 
installation base of aberration-corrected microscopes 
among the major national laboratories.[3] The project 
tried to establish a closer link with such manufacturers 
as FEI, JEOL, and Hitachi (the latter two have bases 
in the USA), and purchased state-of-the-art equipment 
on an as-needed basis. The TEAM project especially 
provided the driving force behind the surge of FEI.
- SATEM/SESAM (Germany)
   Germany launched two projects, starting around 
2000, whose activities were centered in CEOS (the 
company that developed the aberration corrector) and 
LEO (a national policy concern). One of the projects 
is called SATEM (Sub-Ångstrom-TEM) and is aimed 
at developing high-resolution electron microscopes, 
and the other, SESAM (Sub-Electronvolt and Sub-
Ångstrom Microscope), aims at the development of 
higher resolution spectroscopic measurement as well 
as electron microscopes. 
- ESTEEM (EU)
   In 2006, EU countries launched ESTEEM (Enabling 
Science and Technology for European Electron 
Microscopy) as a countermeasure to USA’s TEAM, 
and started the development of element technologies 
in close cooperation among EU countries.19] As 
the project name indicates, its major objective goes 
beyond developing equipment technology, and holds 
in view a germination and deployment of new science.
In this regard, the project places emphasis on 
constructing the network that connects researchers.
   Amid the global unfolding of electron microscope 
projects triggered by the actual realization of the 
aberration corrector, a move that deserved special 
attention was the full-fledged entry of the USA into 
this area with an unprecedented investment, which 
came as a considerable shock to those involved in 
this area in Japan. The USA had long been sitting 
on the sidelines in regard to electron microscope 
development. As described earlier, the launch of a 
nanotechnology initiative served as a backdrop to 
the USA’s TEAM project. When President Clinton, 
the incumbent at the time, advocated the promotion 
of nanotechnology, he quoted Dr. Feynman’s 
now-famous 1959 lecture, “Plenty of room at the 
bottom,”[20] in which Dr. Feynman clearly pointed out 
the importance of the electron microscope. This likely 
served as the catalyst for the launch of the TEAM 
project.
   In comparison with ultra-high voltage electron 
microscopes, which normally required several billion 
yen per installation, aberration-corrected microscopes 
are much more cost effective, requiring around 300 
to 600 million yen per installation. The total cost 
was around 2 billion yen per installation, which is a 
relatively low price tag for a project managed under 
the initiative of the government. Therefore, a relatively 
good overall return on investment was expected. 
Amid the surge of demand, FEI was very quick to 
introduce an aberration corrector and strengthen 
its level of base technology and the productivity of 
electron microscopes, triggering a drastic realignment 
of the world market, which had almost been the 
exclusive territory of Japanese manufacturers.
   FEI was once an electron microscope business unit 
of the general electric giant Philips (the Netherlands). 
When separated from Philips, the business unit 
purchased the ion beam company FEI (USA) to 
attain technological independence. When it was 
still a business unit of Philips, the engineers were 
mainly engaged in the development of electron 
microscopes with an emphasis on general versatility, 
and they did not embark on the development of high 
performance instruments that might threaten Japanese 
manufactures. Once unfettered by the general product 
giant, the engineers at FEI grabbed the opportunity 
to pursue high performance without restraint and to 
manufacture an aberration-corrected microscope. This 
is another example of a venturing spirit that worked 
in favor of the business. The fl agship equipment thus 
produced by FEI, named “TITAN” (Figure 8), enjoyed 
the utmost admiration from around the world and 
occupied a dominant position in the TEAM project. 
TITAN steadily increased its installation base in major 
research institutes of the world, replacing the Japanese 
counterpart one by one.
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4-2 The Development of Aberration-Corrected 
Microscopes in Japan (2004 and after)
   While FEI showed a remarkable advance with 
the backing of USA’s TEAM project, Japanese 
manufacturers completely failed to follow the initial 
trend of introducing an aberration corrector. This 
was partly because FEI proceeded with TITAN’s 
research and development behind the curtain and 
restricted information disclosure, placing a strict gag 
order barring all those concerned from mentioning it. 
FEI’s surge took Japan and the overseas market alike 
by storm, and major research institutes in Japan, the 
core members of domestic electron microscope users, 
began to announce the introduction of TITAN as the 
next generation advanced electron microscope. These 
research institutes included: Institute for Material 
Research (Tohoku University), National Institute 
for Material Science (NIMS), and the analysis 
laboratories of JFE Steel Corporation and Nippon 
Steel Corporation. The Japanese manufacturers 
became aware of the gravity of the situation. The 
arrival of this “black ship” (a menace from the outside 
world that disturbs tranquility) had the effect, in a 
way, of revving up the sense of urgency, resuscitating 
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Table 3:  Major aberration-corrected microscope projects around the world
Source: FEI
Figure 8:  TITAN (acceleration voltage 300 kV): FEI’s 
aberration-corrected electron microscope
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the enthusiasm with a view toward reaching the top 
of the world again. Although Japan slightly lagged 
behind initially, a project dedicated to the development 
of the aberration corrector was launched with the least 
delay, before the problem got out of hand, under the 
support of Japan Science and Technology Agency 
(JST) (see Table 3). JEOL, which inherently had a 
high level of base technology, manufactured a series 
of independently designed aberration correctors in 
a row within a short time span, and succeeded in 
leaping onto the top of the resolution competition.21] 
In Figure 1, the point indicating the highest resolution 
in the world at the present time, labeled as “CREST,” 
represents the outcome of the support from JST. 
   Yet another achievement of CREST (Core Research 
of Evolutional Science & Technology) worthy of 
special note was the successful development of a new 
type of aberration correction lens, which went further 
than simply following-up the preceding technology 
and incorporated independent ideas.[22] Although based 
on the Rose-type configuration that uses transfer 
lenses, it has another hexapole lens added to the 
conventional two-stage configuration. By arranging 
these three-stage hexapole lenses at meticulously-
balanced rotational angles, it proved that six-fold 
symmetry astigmatism could be eliminated (Table 
2: 2009). This idea made further progress toward 
perfecting aberration correction lens characteristics. 
The outcome was valued very highly throughout the 
world, and it helped promote Japan’s high standard 
of base technology for the electron microscope. 
As the next step, the technology development for 
chromatic aberration correction is now underway at 
CREST. CEOS is also developing this technology.[23] 
Researchers at CREST are pressing forward with this 
research and development so as not to be left in the 
dust of CEOS again.
   The development of a high performance aberration-
corrected microscope attained success as the outcome 
of a Japanese project, and it made up suffi ciently for 
the damage caused by the late start. Looking back on 
the excitement and frenzy around the arrival of the 
aberration corrector calmly again, however, we have 
to face up to the fact that even FEI was completely 
dependent on CEOS in terms of the aberration 
correction lens itself. This situation is also true for 
many of the commercial instruments manufactured in 
Japan. We have to remember that CEOS still holds the 
decisive vote on the whole process of development. 
As will be described in the next chapter, a trend is 
becoming more pronounced as the performance and 
multifunctionality of the electron microscope are 
upgraded, that is, as the importance of peripheral and 
auxiliary equipment increases relative to that of the 
microscope itself.
How to Proceed from Here—
Trend toward Multifunctionality and 
Purpose-Specificity in Advanced 
Electron Microscopes
   The modern electron microscope is not simply a 
magnifi cation vehicle used to see atoms.[24] It is a total 
measuring instrument that can provide three major 
elements of metrology (diffractometry, spectroscopy, 
and microscopy) in a single piece of equipment, and 
can make a series of measurements on the same, tiny 
volume within a sample (Figure 9).[25] As the modern 
synchrotron radiation facility, as represented by 
SPring-8, has separate beam lines depending on the 
objectives (e.g. purpose of measurement, and types of 
samples), an increasing amount of advanced electron 
microscope equipment is designed with an emphasis 
on a particular method, to bring out maximum 
performance for a particular objective. With this trend 
in mind, the author outlines the future development 
of the electron microscope, from each viewpoint of 
technical development and applied research.
5-1 Evolution of Technology: Peripheral Devices 
Inclusive
   As mentioned in the previous section, the arrival 
of the aberration correction lens brought about an 
inversion of the subordinate-superior relationship: a 
portion of the lens, conventionally considered a part 
contained in the main body of the microscope, became 
peripheral equipment and bears greater importance 
than the main body of the microscope. This trend, in 
fact, was showing a sign of unfolding even before the 
arrival of the aberration corrector. For example, the 
spectrometers for measuring characteristic X-ray and 
electron energy have been peripheral units provided 
by manufactures specializing in the area to electron 
microscope manufacturers. Therefore, for users that 
attach importance to spectroscopic performance, the 
selection of the microscope itself was of secondary 
priority. As the majority of spectrometers are the 
products of overseas manufacturers, Japanese electron 
5
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microscope manufacturers were gradually losing the 
lead in the peripheral market as well. Gatan (USA), an 
electron energy spectrometer manufacturer enjoying 
a near monopoly of the global market, upgraded its 
line of products in synchronization with the arrival of 
the aberration correction lens, and has successfully 
secured a certain number of users in the world market, 
as it had before. Today, the trend (i.e. the electron 
microscope itself has only secondary importance) is 
in the process of becoming increasingly pronounced. 
FEI (USA) has achieved the growth we see today, by 
enhancing its partnership with such companies as 
GEOS and Gatan. 
   With the arrival of the aberration corrector, and 
also with the higher performance of associated 
peripheral devices, the electron microscope itself 
is being pressed hard for higher sophistication. The 
measures to be taken by the Japanese manufacturers 
would be the following two: 1) further sophistication 
of the electron microscope itself, and at the same 
time, 2) starting the development of Japanese high-
performance spectroscopes. These are included 
among the objectives of the MEXT (Ministry of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology) 
project titled the Development of Next Generation 
Element Technology for Electron Microscopes, 
which started in 2006. The themes adopted in the 
project include the development of a Japanese high-
resolution characteristic X-ray spectrometer, as well 
as other fundamental element technologies, such as 
the electron gun and storage media. The theme has so 
far been well on course. However, considering the fact 
that the technologies related to the electron microscope 
and peripherals have become so broadly diversified 
(Figure 9), no single project is able to cover all the 
aspects. Continued, uninterrupted measures should 
be taken from now onward as well. Of particular 
note is the fact that no project is underway with the 
aim of commercial realization for the development 
of the electron energy spectrometer, one of the most 
important technology aspects. Gatan has already 
attained a very high potential, and there is no need to 
set up an excessive competition that might damage 
relations with it. Still, the development of Japanese 
equipment should be started based on mid- and long-
term perspectives.
   The aberration corrector has had ramifications 
beyond the upgrade of the maximum attainable 
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Figure 9:  Future evolution of advanced electron microscopy: toward multifunctionality and versatility
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resolution. First of all, the chances of in-situ 
observation becoming possible have become 
markedly greater. Due to the structural requirements 
of the objective lens, the sample must be placed 
inside the lens (Table 1). In conventional electron 
microscopes, the atomic level of resolution was 
realized (or, spherical aberration was suppressed as 
low as possible), only at the penalty (minimization) 
of the space allowed for the sample. After the arrival 
of aberration correction technology, the sample space 
design with size expanded to several centimeters 
became feasible (as compared to several millimeters 
before) with the atomic resolution maintained. This 
enabled the use of sample holders with complicated 
geometry for in-situ observation. The insertion of 
such sample holders was almost impossible before. 
Outstanding attempts in recent years include the 
microscope and sample holder specifically designed 
for in-situ observation of catalytic action under native 
atmosphere. Projects have started for promoting 
this research in Japan and overseas, now creating 
a technical area called the “variable pressure/
environmental electron microscope.”
   Another major trend is to pave the way to the non-
destructive observation of soft organic and biological 
samples. As these samples suffer considerable damage 
even when used in electron microscopes that use an 
acceleration voltage between 100 and 200 kV, a drastic 
reduction of acceleration voltage and high resolution 
observation must be simultaneously realized in a 
conventional transmission electron microscope. Nion 
developed a 60 kV electron microscope, and has 
recently succeeded in an atomic identifi cation analysis 
of a mono-atomic layer material consisting of boron 
and nitrogen (a graphene (carbon)-like structure). The 
outcome has had a huge impact and was the cover 
story of Nature.[26] In Japan, the researchers at AIST 
(National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science 
and Technology) have been carrying out a detailed 
analysis of carbon material using a 30–60 kV electron 
microscope developed by CREST,[27] taking the lead 
ahead of the rest of the world in this area.
   Let us take a brief look at the ultra-high voltage 
electron microscope. Although its territory has 
shrunk as compared with the time before aberration 
correction, there is no room for doubt that some 
observation techniques absolutely require the ultra-
high voltage specifi cations. Theses instances include, 
for example, the observation of thick (near bulk state) 
specimens of inorganic or biological systems, and 
the physics of various measuring methods whose 
characteristics depend on acceleration voltage. The 
ultra-high voltage electron microscope is technology 
that Japan has established through persistent efforts, 
and it is worthy of pride. From the viewpoint of the 
succession of technology, it would not be wise to 
abandon the ultra-high voltage electron microscope 
totally because of the arrival of aberration correction. 
At present, the upgrading of ultra-high voltage 
microscopes is underway at a rapid pace at their 
installation sites in major universities and research 
institutes, and the objective of which is to incorporate 
purpose-specifi c design. 
   Although this report does not cover the introduction 
of all the relevant technologies, the global trend of 
advanced electron microscopes, since the arrival 
of aberration correction, is rapidly progressing 
toward multifunctionality and versatility as has been 
mentioned. This is an important period for researchers 
and engineers to be geared toward producing their 
independent ideas, and they have to constantly keep 
abreast of world trends so as not to be left behind. 
Commercial, all-purpose electron microscopes that are 
constructed by integrating existing technologies and 
are better than the average products may be widely 
available in the market, but an even more important 
point to keep in mind regarding future equipment 
development is the significance of unique design 
specialized for a particular purpose and particular 
object of observation. Researchers, in particular, 
are expected to develop their own ideas, and, by 
implementing them in the latest instruments, lead the 
world.
5-2 Evolution of Basic and Applied Research 
Using the Aberration-Corrected Microscope
   In the history of science, there have been many 
instances where a breakthrough enhancement in 
measurement performance brought us new scientific 
knowledge. It has been more than ten years since the 
development of the aberration correction lens, and 
now that its technology is almost established, the 
current global trend in this area is to step forward 
into a new phase where the state-of-the-art electron 
microscope, with its high performance and versatility, 
is used in the quest for a new evolution in nano- and 
bio-research. As mentioned earlier, ESTEEM (joint 
undertaking of EU countries) is a project established 
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based on this viewpoint. TEAM project (USA) 
brought its role to an end in 2010, and the emphasis 
has shifted to the upgrade and expansion of the 
network for collaborative use, in view of broadening 
the community of microscope users. This trend 
indicates that the aberration correction technology 
as applied to electron microscopes has had the effect 
of expanding the community of average users owing 
to the enhanced versatility, as well as of meeting 
the requirements from highly specialized, purpose-
specific users. Japan should not miss this trend. 
The creation of opportunities to discover potential 
applications in such fi elds as nano- and bio-technology 
will be required, as well as a continued effort by 
specialists in the field to lay a firm foundation. This 
move will also help Japan put its revived specialty on 
a fi rmer basis.
5-2-1 Development of Applications: Expansion of 
User Community
   Optical adjustment in the aberration-corrected 
electron microscope is carried out automatically by 
a computer, eliminating the need for craftsmanship, 
which was an indispensable prerequisite for viewing 
atomic images. This made the operation of an electron 
microscope much easier and accessible to a non-
specialist, at least technically. Aberration correction 
also brought about a 10 to 100 times enhancement of 
electron beam luminance, dramatically improving 
the efficiency of analysis. In fact, a measurement 
that might have required a day’s work can be 
done in a time span as small as several minutes, 
providing a huge benefit. As typically exemplified 
by these advantages, pre-aberration correction high 
performance electron microscopes were instruments 
only for highly skilled specialists, but aberration 
correction technology helped expand accessibility 
to more general users as a conventional instrument. 
It is therefore noteworthy that many research 
organizations in the private sector pressed ahead with 
the introduction of aberration-corrected microscopes 
before universities and national research institutes. 
Maturing as a general purpose instrument with an 
expanding user community represents a situation 
where the use of advanced electron microscopes 
becomes widespread, and there will be ever increasing 
cases of electron microscopic analysis in the research 
areas where the instrument has scarcely been used 
before. This translates into a huge opportunity for 
researchers in any fi eld to make a new discovery. Dr. 
Iijima’s case is a prime example of this situation: the 
carbon nanotube, which became synonymous with 
nanotechnology, was only found because he was 
working in the environment where he always had an 
electron microscope at his disposal. As a system for 
collaborative use, the Nanotechnology Researchers 
Network,[28] established under the initiative of MEXT 
before the existence of the aberration corrector, has 
been continuing its effort to promote a wider use of 
aberration-corrected microscopes. In recent years, a 
good number of aberration-corrected microscopes are 
being put in place in the outsourcing analysis centers 
in the private sector as well.
5-2-2 Basic Research: Construction of an Expert 
Network
   Since the development of aberration correction, 
the elect ron microscope has evolved into a 
multifunctional, multifaceted platform. To make 
the most of this instrument and to promote the 
chances of new discovery, the cultivation of a better 
understanding of the basics of each specialized field 
is a challenge of the utmost importance. For example, 
with an aberration correction lens, the electron beam 
can be squeezed down to a narrow diameter of 50 pm 
or less, near the limit of quantum mechanics. How 
does the electron propagate inside the sample when 
a beam this narrow impinges it? Can we understand 
the phenomena taking place within a sample (elastic 
scattering, non-elastic scattering, and emission of 
characteristic X-rays) as an extension of conventional 
electron scattering theory? These questions will 
probably arise in every aspect. The key to leading 
the next generation of global nanotechnology study 
is theoretical and experimental research into, and 
verification of the fundamentals of each of these 
phenomena that are not yet contained in a textbook. 
Without a correct understanding of what they see, 
researchers are likely to overlook a new discovery 
upon coming across it. Only researchers with a 
keen eye and correct understanding will encounter 
serendipity.
   The fundamental research of today is so broadly 
diversifi ed and segmentalized that no single researcher 
can cover it all. Even the items listed in Figure 9 may 
not be exhaustive. They may only be a partial list of 
research fi elds that happened to come to the author’s 
mind. There are many researchers engaged in the 
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electron microscope, as it is designated as Japan’s 
specialty. Now is the time to build an all-Japan 
framework that includes research hubs established 
for each professional discipline at each university 
and research institute based on the specialty of 
the organization and that provides cross-cutting, 
organized links connecting these hubs. To make full 
use of researchers’ capabilities, extensive use of a 
network of personal contacts, as well as an instrument 
network, is also essential because sharing expert 
knowledge and information—they often have a deep-
rooted common base—will help construct novel ideas 
that are ahead of the rest of the world. Conceptually, 
the organizing principle of ESTEEM (EU countries) 
may be more suited to Japan rather than that of 
TEAM (USA). Under the all-Japan framework, each 
hub would pursue a one-and-only design based on 
its specialty in cooperation with domestic electron 
microscope manufacturers. The technical know-
how obtained through this process may lead to the 
development of new equipment enabling the heretofore 
inaccessible observation of nano-scale samples. 
These new instruments will attract the attention of 
the new-user community, immediately providing 
high expectations for further expansion of the support 
network. As pioneering research in this area, a priority 
study (Grant-in-Aid for Scientifi c Research on Priority 
Areas) has started.[29]
   Summarizing the discussion of this section, the 
following two points are of critical importance when 
we consider how to proceed from here with the 
electron microscope: 1) the expansion of the user 
community (spread of general purpose instruments), 
and 2) the cultivation of specialized techniques 
(introduction of purpose-specifi c instruments). These 
two concepts may appear contradictory when viewed 
from the standpoint of equipment development, but 
they are not mutually exclusive.
   Should a mountain be great, it must have both a 
wide-spread foundation and a soaring peak. Basic 
research has the effect of raising the peak even higher, 
and it naturally leads to the development of new 
equipment that helps widen the community of users. 
In discussions on the future of electron microscopes, 
the phrases “general versatility” and “specialized 
expertise” are often used in a confusing manner. In 
trying to determine the direction we should take from 
here, we should always be mindful to organize our 
thinking.
Conclusion
   In the latter half of the 1990s, the arrival of 
the aberration correction lens brought about a 
breakthrough upgrade of electron microscope 
performance and triggered a revolution. This 
revolution came to international attention against 
the backdrop of nanotechnology. Even the USA 
embarked on the development of this technology, 
as did Germany, the birthplace of the technology. 
Japan, which had enjoyed a good reputation regarding 
its specialty of electron microscopes, was highly 
alarmed by this turn of events. Although Japanese 
manufacturers were late starters, their inherent high 
level of technology enabled them to develop high-
performance instruments, owing to the research 
project conducted in cooperation with universities and 
public research organizations. Today, after more than 
ten years since the invention of aberration correction, 
Japanese manufacturers have attained a level that can 
be rated on par with the fi nest in the world. The world 
market is, following a period of turbulence caused by 
a hectic offensive from FEI (USA), gradually calming 
down and heading toward recovery.
   Looking back on the history of elect ron 
microscopes, Japan, a late starter, gradually overtook 
the precursor (Germany, the inventor) by mustering 
all its technological power, and fi nally made electron 
microscopes its specialty. If we take a calm look at the 
events that took place in the early stage of aberration 
corrector development, it is apparent that history 
repeated itself. That is, both the electron microscope 
and aberration correction lens were invented by 
overseas researchers. Especially in regard to the 
aberration corrector, we have to renew our awareness 
that it was the fruit of 50 years of persistent basic 
research undertaken in Germany and the UK. Now 
that Japan has established its reputation as one of the 
most technically advanced countries in the world, 
we hear no ridicule that Japanese technology is 
mimicry. Japan should go further, beyond a short-term 
development of existing technology into a new era 
of true discovery and invention from the viewpoint 
of creating new things from scratch. For this to be 
realized, we need a system that provides support 
continuously and doggedly to basic science from 
medium- and long-term perspectives. Judging the 
value of research only from the return-on-investment 
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or pay-per-performance point of view always carries 
the risk of missing out on a huge outcome in the 
future. Japan has to learn from these experiences. 
A variety of measuring techniques now unfolding 
around the aberration-corrected electron microscope 
will surely present a breeding ground for breakthrough 
discoveries and inventions in the near future. In order 
to dispatch a brand-new technology from Japan to the 
world in the future, it is an urgent task to construct a 
framework in which the enhanced networking among 
the researchers is of special importance. The cross-
sectional power base will be strengthened through 
open-minded discussion among researchers in many 
specialized fi elds.
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Introduction
   A secondary battery contained in a lightweight and 
compact package is essential as the electric source to 
power hybrid vehicles (HVs) (that run on a combined 
system of a fossil fuel engine and an electric motor), 
plug-in HVs (PHVs) (for which the in-vehicle battery 
can be recharged using a commercial electric source), 
as well as electric vehicles (EVs). The development 
and introduction of such vehicles with secondary 
batteries and the subsequent substantial reduction of 
CO2 have become a challenge of urgent concern.[1]
  These vehicles with secondary batteries have entered 
widespread use more rapidly than expected. Therefore, 
demand for high-power, large-capacity lithium-
ion batteries is expected to increase substantially 
by around 2030. A large amount of metallic lithium 
is required for electrode and electrolyte materials 
for secondary batteries. To meet rapidly increasing 
demand for metallic lithium, a stable supply of lithium 
raw materials is essential. Deposits of metallic lithium 
(a rare metal) are considered relatively abundant 
around the world. However, if demand for lithium 
for use in secondary batteries increases dramatically, 
the imbalance between supply and demand may 
become an issue depending on the resource policies 
of producing countries, their export restrictions, 
and the concentration of deposit areas. In Japan, the 
production of lithium minerals is slim to none. Japan 
is the world’s largest importer of lithium raw materials 
and heavily depends on South American countries. 
   This article describes trends in the popularization 
of automobiles equipped with a secondary battery, 
estimates the amount of metallic lithium required for 
secondary batteries, and also introduces the current 
state of lithium supply and reserves, of resource 
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nationalism in producing countries, and of the 
competition for lithium resources.  
Future Demand Prospect
2-1 Trends in Diffusion Trend of Secondary 
Battery-equipped Automobiles and the Future 
Direction of the Batteries
     Car manufacturers in Japan, China, the United 
States, Europe, South Korea, and other countries 
have begun introducing vehicles equipped with a 
secondary battery into the market and are announcing 
their expansion plans.[1,2] Lithium-ion batteries were 
not originally equipped in HVs, but it is expected that 
the introduction of lithium-ion batteries for HVs will 
accelerate and that all HVs, PHVs, and EVs will be 
equipped with lithium-ion batteries.
 In the Action Plan for Achieving a Low-carbon 
Society (decided by the Cabinet in July 2008), the 
Japanese government sets a target of increasing the 
proportion of secondary battery-equipped vehicles 
(including HVs, PHVs, and EVs) to around 50% 
of domestic new car sales by 2020. Table 1 shows 
diffusion targets for HVs, PHVs, and EVs by 2020 
and 2030 drawn up for the Next-Generation Vehicle 
Strategy by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry (METI).[3] The popularization of automobiles 
equipped with a secondary battery will accelerate in 
Japan due to environmental policies.[4] 
   Among in-vehicle secondary batteries, the lithium-
ion battery has the most excellent performance 
because of its superior characteristics in terms 
of power and energy density per unit weight or 
volume,[NOTE] and lithium-ion batteries are expected 
to be the mainstream power source until around 
2030. Figure 1 illustrates the relationships between 
2
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[NOTE] 
Power density designates the capacity of a battery to release energy in a short period of time, and is represented 
by the product of current and voltage (each per unit weight or unit volume of the battery). Energy density is 
represented by the product of discharge capacity density (discharge capacity per unit weight or unit volume) 
and operating voltage. A higher power density is required from the battery cells to secure enhanced driving 
performance for secondary battery-equipped vehicles. It is also required to enhance energy density in order to 
extend travel distance.[1]
operating voltage and discharge capacity density.5] 
New secondary batteries (that have substantially 
enhanced power density and energy density) are 
also expected to be developed. Promising candidates 
include an all-solid (including an electrolyte) lithium-
ion battery, a lithium-ion capacitor, a hybrid battery 
(which uses a lithium-ion battery and a lithium-ion 
capacitor), a metal-air battery, and a multivalent cation 
battery. Among all these types, an inorganic all-solid 
lithium-ion battery (composed of an electrode and an 
electrolyte) and a metal-air battery (where metallic 
lithium is used for the negative electrode) will most 
promisingly be able to achieve higher power and 
larger capacity.  
   A substantial amount of metallic lithium is required 
for both lithium-ion batteries (for which demand is 
expected to rise dramatically) and other promising 
batteries, and as such, demand for metallic lithium is 
expected to increase drastically. Additionally, large-
capacity lithium secondary batteries will be used not 
only for automobiles but also for wider purposes.
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set in the Next-Generation Vehicle Strategy by METI
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Figure 1:  Relationships between operating voltage and discharge capacity density of 
secondary batteries in R&D processes
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2-2  Forecast on Demand of  Lithium Resources 
for Automobiles
   Metallic lithium is recyclable, so there was not 
much concern about the quantity as long as its 
uses were limited to portable electronics. However, 
compared to the quantity of metallic lithium required 
for electronics, demand for metallic lithium for 
secondary batteries (to be equipped in lithium battery-
equipped automobiles like HVs, PHVs, and EVs) is 
incomparably larger. 
   According to a demand estimation of metallic 
lithium for secondary batteries for lithium battery-
equipped automobiles (conducted by Illinois Institute 
of Technology), total sales of HVs and EVs will 
be 2.5 million in 2015 and 11,000tons of lithium 
carbonate will be required considering that 4.54kg of 
lithium carbonate is required per vehicle. Meanwhile, 
Sociedad Quimicay Minera de Chile (SQM), the 
world’s largest lithium supplier in Chile, estimates 
that 20,000tons to 70,000tons will be required in 
2020, and Chemetall (Chemetall GmbH), which is the 
world’s third largest supplier and is based in Germany, 
estimates that 30,000tons to 60,000tons will be 
required in 2020. These are all optimistic estimates 
based on the idea that 200 or more years’ worth of 
lithium reserves exist even if the number of HVs, 
PHVs, and EVs increases drastically.[6, 7] Incidentally, 
it takes 5.3kg of lithium carbonate to produce 1kg of 
metallic lithium.
   The authors of this article, with the aim of 
facilitating environmental policies, estimated the 
amount of metallic lithium required to equip all 
automobiles in the world with lithium-ion secondary 
batteries. In 2010, the total number of automobiles 
in use worldwide will be about 900 million. For our 
estimation, we assumed that the amount of metallic 
lithium to be used would be 7kg per vehicle (secondary 
battery capacity: 5kWh) for HVs and PHVs, and 
28kg per vehicle for EVs (secondary battery capacity: 
20kWh). We also assumed that the content of 
metallic lithium in a lithium-ion battery would be 
1.4kg/kWh. Based on these assumptions, Figure 2 
illustrates, for three different ratios of EVs to HVs 
and PHVs, the amount of metallic lithium needed as 
a function of the percentage of HVs, PHVs, and EVs 
among automobiles worldwide. If we suppose that 
environmentally friendly automobiles make up 50% 
of all automobiles in use in the world (among which 
HVs and PHVs make up 50% and EVs make up 50%), 
about 7.9 million tons of metallic lithium will be 
necessary. As the next chapter describes, this amount 
almost equals the estimated amount of metallic 
lithium reserves. To maintain and strengthen Japan’s 
competitiveness in this area, it is extremely important 
to secure lithium raw materials in a stable manner.
Supply of Lithium Resources 
within the grasp and Reserves 
   Rare metals are nonferrous metals used for various 
industrial purposes, each in small amounts. Their 
productions and supplies are small and their quantities 
are scarce. It is diffi cult to acquire these metals, from 
both economic and technological standpoints. Metallic 
lithium is one of the 31 rare metals but compared 
to other rare metals it is relatively abundant, with a 
Clarke number (the average content of an element 
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Figure 2:  Amount of metallic lithium required if all automobiles in the world are 
equipped with lithium-ion secondary batteries.
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in the Earth’s crust) of 6×10-3 %. Therefore, metallic 
lithium was not considered a high-risk metal from the 
perspectives of supply and price.[8,9] However, there 
are growing concerns about risks arising from the fact 
that limited regions are producing lithium resources 
to cover most demand. There are also concerns 
about imbalance between demand-supplies and price 
fl uctuations due to monopolistic supply. 
3-1 Concentration of Lithium Resources in Certain 
Regions and State of Production on the 
Resources
   Lithium resources are roughly divided into two 
categories: lithium resources from salt lakes (and 
other brine waters) and mines. As previously 
discussed, lithium is not a rare element. However, 
lithium resources that can be acquired efficiently 
and profitably are concentrated in some continental 
regions. Chile has the world’s largest reserves of brine-
source lithium, followed by Bolivia and Argentina; 
these three countries are considered to have about 
80% of the world’s reserves. The United States has 
the largest reserves of mine-source lithium, about 
50% of the world’s reserves, followed by Congo and 
Russia.[7] However, these are estimated reserves, and 
different organizations have very different estimates. 
Additionally, these estimates will be continuously 
updated. 
   Figure 3 illustrates the world’s reserves of 
metallic lithium raw materials based on the Mineral 
Commodity Summaries (MCS) issued in January 2010 
by the United States Geological Survey (USGS).[10,12] It 
also illustrates changes in the production of metallic 
lithium raw materials based on Mineral Resource 
Material Flow 2009 by the Japan Oil, Gas and Metals 
National Corporation (JOGMEC).[13] It is said that 
the world’s reserves of metallic lithium amount to 9.9 
million tons, of which Chile has 7.5 million tons (about 
76%). The second largest reserves holder, Argentina, 
is also in South America.
   Recently, a lithium-rich salt lake was found in 
Bolivia (which is next to Chile) and it likely has one of 
the world’s largest reserves. There are claims that this 
lake, Uyuni salt lake, has 50% of the world’s lithium 
reserves, and the quality has been investigated. 
The amount of Bolivia’s reserves is not clear at this 
point and is not calculated into the world’s reserves. 
However, it is apparent that lithium resources will be 
more concentrated in South America. 
3-2 State of  Distribution on  Lithium Raw Materials
   The form of lithium raw materials in distribution 
varies: lithium mica and other pegmatite ores, 
spodumene, petalite, lithium carbonate, lithium 
hydroxide, and metallic lithium. A great amount of 
lithium is distributed in the form of lithium carbonate. 
However, only the amount of lithium hydroxide in 
distribution (through imports and exports) can be 
verified according to trade statistics. The amount of 
lithium in other forms has not been verified and is 
estimated through interviews from a demand-side 
perspective. 
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Reconstructed by SFTC based on Reference[10-13]
Figure 3:  World’s reserves of metallic lithium raw materials and changes in the  production amounts
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   As figure 4 illustrates, the world’s production of 
metallic lithium raw materials was about 27,400 tons 
in 2008. However, in 2009, it is estimated that Chile, 
the world’s largest exporter, exported 25,000 tons of 
lithium carbonate. About 50% of Chile’s total exports 
of lithium carbonate were split between Japan, South 
Korea, and China, with about 25% of the total going 
to Japan. Its exports to South Korea have also been 
increasing in recent years.[12]     
   Major lithium suppliers include SQM, Sons of 
Gwalia Ltd. (Australia), Chemetall, GEA Group AG 
(Germany), FMC Lithium (U.S.), Potash Corp of 
Saskatchewan Inc. (Canada), and Yara International 
ASA (Norway). However, the top three suppliers 
(SQM, Chemetall, and FMC Lithium) hold about 
a 70% share of the world’s lithium raw materials, 
and they have a strong ability to control the prices. 
In particular, SQM is the price leader. For instance, 
SQM suddenly announced a price reduction at the 
end of 2009, when demand for lithium raw materials 
increased rapidly and the price dramatically went 
up, and as a result, the balance between demand and 
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Figure 4:  Changes in trading prices of lithium hydroxide calculated 
from the UN comtrade DB
Prepared by STFC based on the data from Reference[14]
Figure 5: Major international distribution volume of lithium hydroxide based on trading statistics (2009)
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supply was greatly disrupted. The price was reduced 
in the name of creating new demand. However, some 
speculate that it was done to shake down small mining 
companies. As of 2010, it may be no exaggeration to 
say that SQM determines the prices of lithium raw 
materials in distribution. 
   Lithium raw materials are not listed at the London 
Metal Exchange (LME), a worldwide non-ferrous 
metals market, where seven non-ferrous (including 
copper, nickel, and lead) metals are listed. Therefore, 
there are no publicized world standard prices for 
lithium raw materials. The prices for lithium raw 
materials are either the prices asked by SQM or prices 
negotiated between mining companies and trading 
firms. In Japan, purchase prices (in the first/second 
half year or each quarter) announced by trading fi rms 
or lithium carbonate prices in the Chinese market are 
the price indicators. The prices have not decreased 
at all since June 2009, and they have been kept high 
through August 2010. The prices have been continuing 
to rise. 
   Changes in export and import prices based on 
UN comtrade DB (United Nations Commodity 
Trade Statistics Database) illustrate internationally-
comparable price indicators (follow-up data).[14] Figure 
4 and 5 illustrate changes in export and import prices 
of lithium hydroxide calculated from the UN comtrade 
DB. As discussed earlier, among lithium raw materials 
in distribution, only the amount of lithium hydroxide 
can be verified. Figure 4 indicates that prices of 
lithium resources have been increasing in general 
since 2005. Figure 5 illustrates that Japan imports 
most lithium hydroxide from the United States, and 
not much from Chile or China. Each country depends 
heavily on its certain trading partners and their trade 
volumes also vary signifi cantly. 
   Even if lithium reserves are abundant, supply 
instability will continue to exist due to the 
concentration of resources in certain regions, an 
oligopoly of a few suppliers, and the absence of a price 
indicator. The production of automobiles (equipped 
with secondary batteries that use a lot of metallic 
lithium) has been increasing, and there are concerns 
about a shortage of supply due to a drastic demand 
increase, and these concerns make price forecast 
even more uncertain. As the number of automobiles 
equipped with a secondary battery increases around 
the world, a gradual increase of lithium production 
3-3 Japan’s Import Volume of Lithium Raw 
Materials
   Japan was the world’s largest importer of lithium 
raw materials in 2008 and 2009, and its import prices 
are always higher than the world average. 
   Table 2 illustrates changes in Japan’s import volume 
of lithium raw materials.[13,15] Japan mostly relies 
on Chile for lithium carbonate, a major lithium raw 
material, and also imports lithium hydroxide and 
metallic lithium from the United States. 
   Japan’s import prices of lithium raw materials are on 
the decline. However, it is speculated that, by lowering 
prices of lithium raw materials, the supply side is 
trying to prevent Japanese companies from investing 
heavily in new lithium development projects. Demand 
for lithium raw materials is likely to increase rapidly, 
and as such, to stably procure the materials, it is 
essential to reduce the country’s heavy reliance on 
South America as well as to develop other resources 
in advance of the demand.
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Prepared by STFC based on data from Reference[13,15]
Table 2:  Changes in Japan’s import volume of lithium raw materials
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Trends in Lithium Resource 
Policies by Country and State 
of Competition for the Resource 
Acquisition
   Lithium resources are relatively abundant; however, 
as demand for metallic lithium is expected to rise 
dramatically, there is a concern about supply shortage 
due to supply instability as a result of the concentration 
of deposit areas. There is also a concern about price 
rises due to mining and export restrictions imposed by 
producing countries and due to resource nationalism.[16] 
Japan is the world’s largest lithium importer and needs 
to closely watch resource policies of lithium producing 
countries as well as trends in monopolistic producing 
companies and the latest changes in prices of lithium 
raw materials.
4-1 Trends in Chile’s Resource Policy
     
   Chile is currently considered to have the world’s 
largest reserves of lithium resources and is also the 
largest producer of lithium resources. Government 
offices, the institute of mining and metallurgy, and 
other government-related organizations established a 
lithium committee to examine lithium resource policy 
from the perspectives of technology, legal systems, 
and the private sector’s entry into the market. 
   In August 2010, Chilean Ministry of Mining, 
Sociedad Nacional de Mineria (SONAMI), SQM, and 
SCL (Chemetall’s subsidiary company) held a seminar 
on the liberalization of lithium resource mining. At 
the seminar, the minister of mining, senators, other 
government officials, SQM, SCL, Ford, and other 
companies in related industries exchanged views, 
and private companies strongly opposed the Chilean 
government’s proposal concerning lithium resource 
mining restrictions. The minister of mining stated 
that the government’s role was to promote public 
policy to provide incentives, and the senators stated 
that a new organization needed to be established to 
facilitate the liberalization of lithium resource mining 
and promote research and development of lithium-
related products. Views on the liberalization of lithium 
resource mining remained mostly conservative: that 
it should be considered within the framework of the 
constitution in order to protect society’s interest. Some 
senators said that building connections between the 
government and companies would be in the country’s 
interest. SQM argued that there was no reason to 
make lithium a strategic mineral, as there were no 
other countries (except Chile) that were trying to 
impose mining restrictions, and that the automobile 
industry would not trust Chile’s lithium market if 
such restrictions were imposed. Chemetall also made 
a similar statement to the media, saying that the 
company would expand its business outside Chile if 
the Chilean government continued to restrict lithium 
resource mining.[17]
4-2 Trends in China’s Lithium Resource Acquisition
     China’s lithium reserves are considered to be the 
world’s fourth largest. It is estimated that in 2009, 
China produced 1,000 tons of metallic lithium, 30,000 
tons of lithium carbonate and other materials, and 
20,000 tons of positive electrode materials for lithium-
ion batteries.[18] 
     In July 2010, the China Nonferrous Metals Industry 
Association requested the government to establish a 
branch for the lithium industry. There are about 50 
metallic lithium and lithium product companies in 
China, and 40 of them favor the establishment of the 
lithium industry branch. 
     China has been actively investing in its domestic 
infrastructure in order to stably secure raw materials. 
Lithium carbonate production sites have recently 
been built at Zhabuye Salt Lake in Tibet and Qaidam 
Basin in Qinghai. Major lithium carbonate producing 
companies are Tibetan Mining Industry, Citic Guoan 
MGL, Western Mining Group Co., Ltd., and Qinghai 
Salt Lake Industry Group Co., Ltd. At the beginning 
of 2007, Qinghai Citic Guo'an Science & Technology 
Development Co., Ltd. invested in a lithium carbonate 
project at Western Taiji'nai'er Lake in Qaidam Basin.[19] 
Qaidam Basin is rich in mineral resources including 
potassium, sodium, magnesium, lithium, and boron. 
In particular, the reserves of lithium chloride are about 
14 million tons, 83% of the total reserves in China. 
4-3 Trends in South Korea’s Lithium Resource 
Acquisition
   At the end of 2009, the South Korean government 
released its comprehensive policy for the development 
of the rare metal industry. Demand for ten rare 
metals, including lithium, is rising in South Korea, 
4
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and therefore, the country will try to increase its self-
suffi ciency rate from the current 12% in 2009 to 80% 
by 2018 through recycling and securing rights. South 
Korea will invest about 22.2 billion yen by 2018 to 
develop extraction technology for the ten rare metals, 
as well as recycling-related new technology.
   Competition is intensifying between Japan, 
France, China, and South Korea to secure the right 
to develop the salt lake in Bolivia, which likely has 
the world’s largest reserves. In particular, South 
Korea is very committed. In August 2010, the South 
Korean President met the Bolivian President, who 
was visiting South Korea, and the state-run mineral 
resources corporations in the two countries concluded 
a memorandum of understanding on research and 
development and industrialization of the lithium 
reserves in Bolivia. The memorandum proposes the 
establishment of a joint research group to develop 
lithium reserves in Uyuni Lake. It also includes that a 
consortium of South Korean companies will propose 
a project to industrialize lithium-ion batteries and 
participate in a pilot plant in Bolivia.[20,21] 
4-4 Trends in Japan’s Lithium Resource 
Acquisition 
   According to the Basic Energy Plan by METI, Japan 
also aims to increase its self-suffi ciency rate of lithium 
and other rare metals by over 50% by 2030 through 
recycling and securing rights. The plan proposes joint 
efforts of the public and private sectors to acquire 
resources.[22] It is important to secure mining rights to 
mineral resources in producing countries in order to 
stabilize the supply of lithium resources at low cost. 
Japan is completely dependent on imports for lithium 
resources, and as such, it is essential to mitigate risk 
by reducing heavy dependence on South America and 
by trading with a greater variety of countries. 
   Therefore, an industry-government-academia 
consortium (including METI, JOGMEC, The 
National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science 
and Technology (AIST), Kitakyushu University, and 
Mitsubishi Corporation) took the lead over other 
countries by acquiring the right to participate in 
lithium extraction experiments in Bolivia. At the 
beginning of 2011, the consortium plans to begin 
extraction experiments at a center near Uyuni Lake 
and to continue to experiment for about one and 
a half years. The consortium, during the process of 
fi nding extraction points and developing technology to 
make high-grade lithium resources, will also train local 
engineers, construct electricity supply facilities, and 
build other infrastructures for resources development.[23] 
At Uyuni Lake in 2008 and 2009, JOGMEC provided 
technological support to Mitsubishi Corporation 
(which developed a lithium recovery system from 
brine water) and Sumitomo Corporation (which 
developed a selective separation method between 
lithium and boron from brine water). These projects 
were successful in using ion-exchange resin to acquire 
concentrated lithium resources from brine water. 
However, Japan falls behind South Korea and China 
in terms of earning rights of deposits.  
   Recently, it was reported that Japan and Mongolia 
would jointly develop rare earth elements and mineral 
resources, including lithium resources.[24] There is a 
salt lake in Western Mongolia that is considered to 
be rich in metallic lithium. In fiscal 2011, JOGMEC 
and AIST will work with the government-related 
organizations of Mongolia to research lithium content 
in the lake and investigate a prospect to refine the 
resources into lithium carbonate. The joint project 
aims for the private sector to develop businesses 
in three to four years. If it is confirmed that the 
production of raw lithium carbonate materials and 
the economic efficiency thereof can be realized, 
the joint development project will contribute to the 
diversifi cation of Japan’s trading partners for lithium 
resources. 
   In November 2009, JOGMEC gained a 40% interest 
in the lithium deposit in Nevada, United States. 
JOGMEC will invest in research in cooperation with 
American Lithium Minerals Inc., an exploration 
company, and aims to produce 10,000 tons of lithium 
raw materials from the deposit. The volume will equal 
about 10% of the world’s production.[25] 
   Japanese trading firms are active in acquiring 
mining rights for lithium resources. Mitsubishi 
Corporation signed a long-term sales agreement 
with Galaxy Resources Limited in Australia, 
aiming to sell 5,000 tons of lithium carbonate in fi ve 
years from now.[26] In January 2010, Toyota Tsusho 
Corporation and Orocobre Limited of Australia signed 
an agreement under which Toyota Tsusho would 
participate in the mining project being conducted 
by Orocobre in Argentina and would conduct joint 
commercialization research with Orocobre.[27] They 
will investigate resources in Salar de Olaroz, in the 
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northwestern part of Argentina, close to the border 
of Chile. Around 2014, they plan to begin mining 
15,000 tons of lithium resources per year. In July 2010, 
Itochu Corporation invested in Simbol Mining Corp, 
a resources development company (producing lithium 
raw materials) in the United States and acquired the 
right to sell lithium raw materials in Japan, China, 
and other parts of Asia. Itochu announced that the 
company would begin full-fledged production of 
metallic lithium raw materials around 2015 (about 
16,000 tons, which is about 30% of the total demand 
for lithium raw materials in Japan).[28] Additionally, 
Mitsui & Co., Ltd. signed an agreement with Canada 
Lithium Corp (which aims to begin production 
of lithium raw materials in 2012) and acquired an 
exclusive distributorship in Japan, South Korea, and 
China.[29]
Direction for Medium- to Long-
term Research and Development
5-1 Recovery Process Technology for Lithium 
Resources
5-1-1 Solving Issues Surrounding the Production 
Process of Lithium Carbonate Raw Materials
   Metallic lithium is chemically active, so in most 
cases, lithium raw materials are produced, maintained, 
and transported in the form of lithium carbonate 
(Li2CO3), which is used to make lithium compounds 
for secondary batteries. Japan is the world’s largest 
importer of lithium resources, and therefore, it is 
essential to work with companies in lithium producing 
countries to establish a low-cost lithium carbonate 
production business and to secure stable import 
volume by using Japan’s strength in technology. 
   Currently, most lithium raw materials are produced 
from brine water in salt lakes. When a lake is enclosed 
by land and has a higher concentration of salt than a 
normal freshwater lake, it is called a salt lake, and the 
highly concentrated salt water is called brine water. 
The lithium concentrations in the brine water of the 
salt lakes in Chile, Argentina, and Bolivia are only 
between 0.04 and 0.16%. However, the production 
process for brine-water lithium costs 30% to 50% 
less than the production process of mining, selecting, 
refi ning, and carbonating lithium contained in ores.[11] 
     Figure 6 illustrates a major production process 
for lithium carbonate raw materials from brine 
water.[11,30] This is an evaporative concentration/
refinement method, where, during the concentration 
process, brine water is concentrated by the sun in 
an evaporation pond, and sodium, potassium, and 
magnesium chloride (NaCl, KCl, and MgCl2) are 
crystallized and removed to acquire concentrated 
lithium chloride (LiCl). During the refining process, 
calcium carbonate (CaO) is added to LiCl to remove 
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Prepared by STFC based on Reference[11,30]
Figure 6: A major production process for lithium carbonate raw materials form brine water
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magnesium hydroxide, and sodium carbonate 
(Na2CO3) is used to acquire lithium carbonate. In the 
production process of brine-water lithium resources, 
the sun is used to concentrate the water, and therefore 
the whole production process takes about one year, 
which is an issue. To flexibly respond to demand of 
lithium for secondary batteries and supply materials 
accordingly, it is necessary to develop technology to 
substantially reduce the time required for raw material 
production process.  
5-1-2 Prospect of a Process for Lithium Recovery 
from Seawater
   Lithium also exists in seawater, though the 
proportion is small, and the concentration is 0.1 
to 0.2mg/l. Globally, there is a substantial amount 
of metallic lithium (230 billion tons) in seawater. 
Figure 7 illustrates concentrations of major rare 
metals in seawater and the import prices of those 
raw materials.[10,13,31] It allows us to consider the 
economic efficiency of rare metal recovery from 
seawater. Generally speaking, it is economically 
feasible to recover rare metals from seawater when 
their concentration levels are high even if their market 
prices are relatively low. Metallic lithium falls near 
the edge of this domain of economical feasibilty.[31,32] 
In the long term, if new processes make it possible 
to separate highly-concentrated lithium compounds 
from seawater without using a lot of energy, it will be 
possible to acquire lithium resources from seawater at 
an industrial level.
   Figure 8 illustrates an outline of an absorption 
process of metallic lithium from seawater (under the 
process of research and development).[32] To selectively 
absorb and recover metallic lithium from a dilute 
aqueous solution (seawater) containing metallic 
lithium, manganese oxide absorbents are used because 
they have high lithium selectivity. Manganese oxide 
absorbents are also used for the positive electrodes 
of lithium-ion batteries. The amount of lithium 
absorbed in this process equals the amount of metallic 
lithium contained in low-quality ores. The Institute 
of Ocean Energy at Saga University began operating 
the world’s fi rst—but small—lab aiming for practical 
lithium production from seawater and succeeded in 
acquiring about 30g of lithium chloride from 140,000 
liters of seawater in one month.[33] However, setting 
conditions for preparing and operating the process to 
desorb absorbed metallic lithium in an acid solution is 
troublesome, and as such, it is diffi cult to treat a large 
amount of metallic lithium using the current recovery 
method. It is essential to reduce production time and 
cost. Additionally, there is a process where metallic 
lithium is separated, concentrated, and refi ned through 
solvent extraction. However, this lithium recovery 
process is considered less likely to be of practical use 
because it requires multiple rounds of extraction using 
an expensive solvent and high energy consumption.
  Additionally, there is a high concentration process 
whereby an inorganic porous membrane is used as 
a separation membrane. A separation membrane, 
taking advantage of the different sizes of the materials 
(that need to be separated and refined), absorbs and 
selectively allows the passage of materials. Figure 9 
illustrates the concept of a nanoporous structure-based 
lithium-ion separation membrane and cell. Porous 
membranes have been researched and developed using 
materials of various sizes including the nano scale. 
Taking advantage of ceramics’ superior resistance to 
heat and chemicals, R&D efforts have been focused 
on nanoporous ceramic separation membranes, 
where microscopic pores (at a sub-nanometer scale) 
are placed in a continuous and regular manner.[34] If 
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(Note) The rare metal prices are raw material import 
prices taken from “Mineral Resources Material Flow 
2009” (issued by JOGMEC[13]), which are based on 
Trade Statistics of Japan (fiscal 2008) and USGS-
MCS.[10] The concentrations of rare metals in seawater 
are based on data in Reference.[31] The price of 
lithium equals the import price of metallic lithium raw 
materials. The prices of other rare metals (excluding 
platinum, palladium, gallium, and indium) equal 
the import prices of raw materials such as nickel 
oxide, chrome oxide, molybdic anhydride, vanadium 
pentoxide, and cesium compound.  
Prepared by STFC 
Figure 7: Relationships between concentrations of major 
rare metals in seawater and their raw material 
import prices
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separation membranes can be structured into cells 
(using a material that can absorb lithium compound) 
so that the membranes can separate lithium ions from 
potassium, calcium, and sodium ions (which are larger 
than lithium ions), it will be possible to have a system 
where hardly any energy is used for absorption and 
separation. To accomplish this, nanoporous separation 
membranes, like a manganese oxide-based absorbent, 
are required both to recognize the size of lithium ion 
and absorb the ion as well as to permeate and separate 
the  ion. 
5-2 Research and Development of Metallic 
Lithium-free Secondary Batteries
   METI’s Study Group on Next-Generation Vehicle 
Strategy proposes the development of rare-metal-free 
secondary batteries in the long term.[3] NEDO’s 2008 
Roadmap for the Development of Next Generation 
Automotive Battery Technology lists innovative 
candidates for secondary batteries, such as a metal-
air battery and a multivalent cation battery, to replace 
metallic-lithium-based secondary batteries.[5] In the 
long term, it is desirable to research and develop these 
innovative batteries.
   Figure 10 illustrates the electricity-generation 
mechanisms of a lithium-free zinc-air battery and of a 
multivalent cation battery with a magnesium negative 
electrode. In a metal-air battery, the material volume 
of the positive electrode can be characteristically 
smaller, enabling the battery to become light and 
compact. Zinc, aluminum, and other metals may 
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View of the lithium chloride recovery test plant
(Kitakyushu University)
Prepared by STFC based on Reference[32]
Figure 8: Overview of a process to absorb metallic lithium from seawater
Prepared by STFC
Figure 9: Concept of a nanoporous structure-based lithium-ion separation membrane and cell
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be used for the negative electrode, and a catalyzer 
may be used to create an air electrode making use of 
oxygen in the air (for the positive electrode). However, 
current research and development efforts have not 
yet solved some basic issues including: performance 
improvement of the catalyzer for the air electrode, 
improvement of charge-discharge cycle characteristics, 
substantial improvement of low-heat characteristics, 
precipitation control of dendrite (a bark-like material 
that forms in the electrolyte and on the electrode 
surfaces), and the understanding of the charging 
mechanism.[35] Furthermore, if a catalyzer contains 
rare metals, it is essential to reduce the amount of 
the metals. In contrast, a multivalent cation battery is 
promising for creating high energy density because it 
generates electricity by moving cation ions (that have 
multiple charges) and enables multiple energy transfer 
in a battery of the same size as a metallic-lithium-
based battery. Oxides and sulfides may be used for 
the positive electrode, and magnesium, calcium, and 
aluminum may be used for the negative electrode. 
However, there are also some basic issues to be solved 
for this type of battery, including the creation of an 
optimum battery structure and the improvement of 
charge-discharge cycle characteristics.[5]   
Conclusion
   Japan has been maintaining its superiority in 
lithium secondary battery technology. However, in 
recent years, the share of South Korean and Chinese 
companies in global sales has been dramatically 
increasing. It is almost certain that demand for lithium 
raw materials will drastically increase, considering the 
rapidly increasing popularity of vehicles equipped with 
a secondary battery and the related rise in demand 
for lithium (just to cover demand for automobiles). 
It is essential for Japanese companies to stably 
acquire lithium raw materials in order to continue 
to be a leader in the world. It is necessary for both 
the government and the private sector to understand 
the resource policies of producing countries and 
strengthen efforts, in a planned manner, to acquire 
lithium resources. While carefully monitoring the 
resource policies of producing countries, trends in 
oligopolistic producing companies, and changes in 
prices of lithium raw materials, it is desirable to reduce 
excessive dependence on certain producing countries 
and have a variety of trading partners in order to 
prevent risks.
    In the medium term, it is also important to research 
and develop technology to reduce the time required 
to produce lithium resources from brine water, and 
in the long term, it is essential to develop technology 
to recover metallic lithium from seawater and to 
develop separation membrane technology. If such 
technology to recover metallic lithium from seawater 
becomes practical, it will be possible to secure 
lithium raw materials without being affected by the 
resource nationalism of producing countries. It is also 
important to research and develop metallic-lithium-
free secondary batteries.
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Figure 10: Electricity generation mechanisms of a zinc-air battery and of a multivalent cation battery with a 
magnesium negative electrode
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Introduction
   Climate change is an urgent issue that requires 
immediate solutions. The specifi c heat of ocean water 
is about 4 times higher than that of air and the ocean 
mass is about 260 times larger than the atmospheric 
mass. The total heat capacity of the oceans is about 
1,000 times the mass of the atmosphere. Therefore, 
a change in ocean heat content exerts a tremendous 
influence on the distribution of heat on Earth and 
eventually on changes in surface air temperature. 
According to the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4)
[1] of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC), “Observations since 1961 show that the 
average temperature of the global ocean has increased 
to depths of at least 3000 m and that the ocean has 
been absorbing more than 80% of the heat added 
to the climate system.” It also states, “the average 
temperature of the global ocean up to a depth of 700 
m has risen 0.1ºC in the last few decades.” However, 
with regard to the circulation of deep waters, AR4 
notes that “there is insuffi cient evidence to determine 
whether trends exist on MOC of the global Ocean.”
   There are two kinds of large-scale and systematic 
ocean circulation. One of them is a wind-driven 
circulation, in which seawater near the ocean surface 
flows along a horizontal plane. For instance, the 
Kuroshio is part of the wind-driven circulation. The 
other is something like convection, which is driven by 
density differences due to varying seawater salinity 
and temperature and circulates in a vertical plane. 
This is called meridional ocean circulation. The 
portion of the circulation reaching the deep ocean is 
called “Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC).” 
Meridional circulation plays a role transporting the 
oxygen, carbon dioxide and other substances dissolved 
in seawater on the sea surface to the ocean interior. 
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For instance, if the circulation does not reach the deep 
ocean in the Sea of Japan due to warming, oxygen is 
not supplied to the deep waters, raising the possibility 
of threatening the ecosystem of bacteria and benthic 
life. Such a possibility has been reported in recent 
newspaper articles.[2] Transport of carbon dioxide 
to the ocean interior influences the carbon dioxide 
absorption capacity of the ocean in a relatively long 
time scale.
   Furthermore, the MOC, including deep ocean 
circulation, is believed to have been playing an 
important role in climate change. The seawater, around 
the Antarctic area by the MOC, is cooled due to the 
release of large amount of heat into the atmosphere 
and then sinks to deep waters, and transporting to 
the north in the bottom layer of the Ocean. That is to 
say, heat transport by MOC plays an important role 
in the global climate, as it heats the atmosphere near 
the poles. Therefore, a change in the circulation may 
be strongly related to relatively abrupt climate change. 
More than 10,000 years ago, or during the period 
when warming was in progress due to the end of the 
glacial stage, there was what is called the Younger 
Dryas event, a period of abrupt climate change from 
a moderate interstadial phase to a cold stadial phase. 
According to a widely held theory, this climate change 
was caused by a major change in the MOC.
   A recent study suggests that the Atlantic meridional 
overturn circulation, which sinks to the ocean floor 
off Greenland, moves southward in the Atlantic 
intermediate and deep layer and then moves northward 
near the sea surface, may have slowed by about 30% 
in the last 50 years. Since a research paper concerning 
this possibility was published in Nature in 2005,  
observation and research to investigate this slowdown 
in details have been underway, prompted by concerns 
that if the research result proved to be true it may 
lead to rapid climate change (cooling, in this case). 
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Moreover, temperature increases in bottom layer have 
been observed in each ocean, suggesting a change in 
the circulation originating in Antarctica that sinks in 
the Antarctic area, moves northward in the depths of 
the oceans and then move southward in intermediate 
and deep layer before returning to Antarctica. These 
recent findings have raised awareness of the need to 
conduct research concerning changes in deep ocean 
circulation. This report describes in detail the need 
to study deep oceans and trends in domestic and 
international ocean researches, focusing on the direct 
impact on our living temperature of changes in the 
meridional overturning circulation, in particular, 
changes in the circulation that reaches the deepest part 
of the oceans.
Deep Circulation and Climate
2-1 Mechanism of Thermohaline Circulation
   Because the earth is a sphere, the amount of heat 
that the earth’s surface receives from the sun is small 
in the north and south pole regions and large in 
the near-equatorial regions. On the other hand, the 
amount of heat that the earth radiates to space is less 
dependent on latitude. Therefore, regions at a northern 
or southern latitude of 40 degrees or less are always 
warmed up, while other regions closer to the Arctic 
or Antarctic are always cooled down. In circumpolar 
areas, because the seawater is cooled or frozen, heavy 
and high-salinity water is formed. In fact, heavy 
seawater is formed in the sea around the Antarctic 
Continent and off the coast of Greenland and it sinks 
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Figure 1: Pattern Diagram of Thermohaline Circulation
The circulation that sinks in the North Atlantic Ocean and moves northward along the upper layer of water is 
called Atlantic overturn, and the circulation that sinks around the Antarctica area, moves northward along the 
bottom layers and then moves southward along the deep layer of water is called Antarctic overturn (which 
exists in the Pacifi c, Atlantic and Indian oceans). Although the sea surface temperature in low latitudes rises 
close to 30 degrees C, temperature in deep layer is about 1 degree C as seawater cooled near the poles is 
constantly supplied to the deep layer of the ocean.
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as deep water. The seawater then travels in the sea, 
gets lighter due to mixing with surrounding seawater 
and geothermal heat, and then upwells toward the 
upper layer again. 
   This circulation is called “thermohaline circulation.” 
It is a convection current that restores the heat balance 
between low latitudes and high latitudes by releasing 
the heat that seawater received in low-latitude regions 
to the atmosphere in high-latitude regions. It is a 
large-scale circulation in a meridional direction from 
the sea surface to the bottom and covers all oceans. 
Therefore, it is also called “meridional overturn 
circulation.” Since the circulation reaches deep waters, 
this portion of the circulation is called “deep ocean 
circulation.” Figure 1 is a view showing the meridional 
overturning circulation identified as a result of the 
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), which 
will be described later. It shows seawater circulation 
in the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans, centering 
on the Antarctic.[3] The seawater cooled in the Arctic 
or Antarctic fl ows into deep waters and circulates in 
the meridian planes of each ocean. Due to variations 
of strength of heating and salinity of seawater in 
the global Ocean, densities the of sinking water are 
different, resulting in complicated circulations with 
multiple routes at different depths. In Figure 1, the 
diagonal arrows show the flow of upper layer water, 
the white arrows show the fl ow of intermediate layer 
water, and the black arrows show the flow of deep 
water. Since the seawaters which drive the circulations 
can be characterized by their water temperature, 
salinity and dissolved matters, they are each given 
names as “water mass.” In one of the deep circulations 
which reaches the deepest layers in each ocean, 
seawater fl ows into the deepest layer in the Antarctic 
area and moves northward along the Pacifi c, Atlantic 
and Indian ocean floors and then flows southward 
through intermediate and deep layers. This is called 
Antarctic Overturn. The seawater which f lows 
northward on the Pacific floor is called circumpolar 
deep water. While flowing northward on the Pacific 
floor, the circumpolar deep water gets lighter as it 
is mixed with surrounding seawater and warmed 
by geothermal heat. In the northern hemisphere, 
seawater sinks to the deep waters off Greenland, fl ows 
southward through the intermediate and deep layers of 
the ocean and then fl ows to the upper layer northward. 
This is called the Atlantic Overturn. In the Atlantic 
Ocean, there is also Antarctic overturning circulation, 
in which seawater sinks in the Antarctic area and 
fl ows along the deepest layer of the Ocean northward. 
The seawater gets gradually lighter as in the Pacific 
Ocean and moves in the intermediate and upper layers 
of the ocean southward.
2-2 Influence of Thermohaline Circulation on 
Climate
   The findings from ocean observations related to 
climate change in IPCC 4th report can be summarized 
as follows.
-  The improvement of observations networks has made 
it possible to detect changes in water temperature 
and sea level with more accuracy.
- The average temperature of the global ocean has 
increased to depths of at least 3000m and the ocean 
has been absorbing more than 80% of the heat 
added to the climate system.
- The average temperature of the global ocean 
shallower than 700m has risen 0.1ºC in the last few 
decades.
- Sea level rose 1.8mm/year during the period from 
1961 to 2003 and 3.1mm/year during the period 
from 1993 to 2003. About half of the rise posted 
during the 1993-2003 period was due to thermal 
expansion.
- Salinity in seawater is decreasing in mid- and high-
latitudes and increasing in low latitudes. This 
suggests a change in the relationship between 
precipitation and evaporation.
   As seen above, knowledge on changes in the shallow 
layer of the ocean has been built up. On the other 
hand, AR4 states, “there is insufficient evidence to 
determine whether trends exist on MOC (meridional 
overturn circulation) of the global ocean.” Still, it is 
clear that the MOC has a major infl uence on climate 
change. In particular, the formation of deep water in 
the polar region plays an important role in maintaining 
relatively moderate climates in the polar region, as the 
ocean, when seawater is cooled, releases vast amounts 
of heat and warms the air.
   Figure 2 shows pattern diagrams of the MOC’s 
climate-maintaining role in high latitudes by using 
the meridional circulation which reaches the depths 
of the Pacifi c Ocean in Figure 1. The seawater cooled 
in the Antarctic area gets heavy, begins to sink and 
moves on northward in the bottom of Pacific. Then, 
the seawater is modified by geothermal heating and 
through mixture with seawater directly above it 
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(vertical mixing) and gets lighter due to a rise in water 
temperature, and returns to the intermediate and 
upper layers of the Pacifi c Ocean. It then releases heat 
to the atmosphere in the Antarctic area, that is to say, 
it is cooled again, and sinks. This circulation warms 
up the atmosphere as if it were the coolant of an air 
conditioning appliance.
   When the circulation weakens, the heat transport to 
the Antarctic area decreases, and then the heat release 
to the atmosphere reduce. For this reason, if the 
temperature of the ocean in the Antarctic area rises 
due to global warming, for instance, the difference 
between temperature of the ocean 
   And atmosphere decreases and the release of heat to 
the atmosphere decreases. That is to say, the cooling 
of the ocean weakens and it is expected to lead to 
the weakening of the circulation. This change in 
temperature directly causes a change in the MOC-
related heat transport system. At the same time, a 
change in the ocean interior can cause a change in the 
heat transport which is important for the maintenance 
of climate in high latitudes. For instance, if salinity 
of seawater near the ocean surface decreases due to a 
change in the properties of water mass or an increase 
in fresh water inflow, the density of the seawater 
decreases drastically. In such a case, it reduces the 
amount of sinking water and weakens the circulation, 
resulting in reducing the ocean’s heat release.
   Because such processes are involved, deep 
water circulation is one of the factors determining 
meridional diffenece in of climate and heat balance 
on the earth. Deep water circulation moves slowly 
on a time scale of several hundred years. However, 
once a change in the circulation begins to affect the 
atmosphere through a change in heat release, it causes 
a climate change on a time scale of several decades. 
Therefore, a change in deep water circulation may be 
directly related to a large climate change.
   For instance, if the amount of sinking seawater 
decreases or the speed of the circulation drops in 
the Antarctic area or off Greenland, it may reduce 
atmosphere heating in high latitudes, causing a drastic 
cooling of the climate in wide areas. Paleoclimate 
records suggest that such changes occurred in the past. 
One such example is the Younger Dryas, the period of 
an abrupt decline in temperature after the end of the 
interstadial period 10,000 years ago, when warming 
was in progress.
   Figure 3 shows the results of analyses of indicators 
showing past temperatures and circulations from 
gases contained in ice sheets and radioactive nuclides 
contained in seabed sediments. There are three 
isotopes of oxygen with each having atomic number 
16, 17 or 18. When the temperature is low, more water 
molecules with smaller atomic number vaporize. When 
an ice sheet is formed in the process of evaporation, 
condensation and precipitation, the isotope ratio of 
heavier oxygen (δ18O) is small during precipitation, if 
the temperature is low. Therefore, the oxygen isotope 
ratio becomes a barometer indicating temperature. 
Figure 3 (a) shows changes in past temperature 
reproduced from the oxygen isotope ratio (δ18O) in the 
core of ice sheets extracted in Greenland.[4] It shows 
that although warming was progressing gradually 
during the interstadial period, which is called the 
Bolling-Allerod Period (B-A in Figure 3), temperature 
dropped sharply and kept declining for more than 
Prepared by the STFC
Figure 2: Pattern Diagram of MOC of the Pacifi c Ocean
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1,000 years (YD in Figure 3). This period is called the 
Younger Dryas.
   This change occurred on a time scale of several 
decades and it is believed that the temperature 
dropped more than 5ºC in the northern hemisphere 
during this period.While the IPCC AR4 states that the 
temperature rose 0.74ºC during the period from 1906 
to 2005. According to numerical model simulations of 
temperature changes up to the end of the 21st century, 
the temperature will rise about 4ºC in the worst case 
scenario (high-growth society scenario focused on 
fossil energy resources) and about 1.8ºC in the best 
case scenario (sustainable-growth society scenario). 
Compared with these projections, the temperature 
change during the Younger Dryas period was rapid 
and drastic.
   Protactinium (231Pa) and thorium (230Th) are both 
uranium series radionuclides and their production 
per unit time in seawater is considered to have 
been constant throughout the ages. However, due 
to differences in their adsorption properties, their 
residence time in seawater is different – about 200 
years in the case of 231Pa and about 40 years in the 
case of 230Th. As a particle with longer residence time 
tends to be horizontally transported by advection, 
when the 231Pa/230Th ratio becomes large, the 
advection velocity becomes slow. Although the speed 
cannot be calculated, the ratio is used as an indicator 
of circulation speed. Figure 3 (b) shows the strength of 
deep water circulation reproduced by analyzing North 
Atlantic sediments and by using this indicator.[5] As 
Figure 3 (b) shows, the deep ocean circulation in the 
Younger Dryas period of about 12,000 years ago was 
weak.
   The cause of the weakened overturning circulation 
is postulated to be the outburst of freshwater into the 
ocean from a glacial lake (Lake Agassiz) in Canada 
which was triggered by the melting of continental ice 
sheets due to warming, making seawater light and 
thus reducing seawater sinking. This weakening of the 
deep ocean circulation that was providing heat to high 
latitudes is widely believed to have caused a decline in 
temperature in high latitudes (Figure 3 (a)).
Observation Results Suggesting 
Changes in Deep Sea Circulation
   Although IPCC AR4 states that changes in the 
MOC “cannot be assessed with confi dence,” there are 
recent observation results suggesting the weakening of 
deep sea circulation both in the Atlantic Overturn and 
the Antarctic Overturn. Some of the representative 
observation results will be outlined in this section.
3-1 Weakening of the Atlantic Overturn
   H.L. Bryden et al. announced in the magazine 
Nature[3] that the Atlantic overturning circulation 
has weakened about 30% in the last 50 years, based 
on 5 separate ship-based observations conducted at 
25° north in the Atlantic Ocean in 1957, 1981, 1992, 
1998 and 2004 under the World Ocean Circulation 
Experiment (WOCE) and the Climate Variability and 
Predictability Project (CLIVAR).
   Table 1 shows changes in the volume of flow at 
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(a)Greenland ice sheet core (indicator of 
temperature)
(b) North Atlantic sediments (indicator of MOC 
strength)
Source: Prepared by the STFC based on References[5,6] and data provided by 
the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology 
Figure 3: Relation between Circulation Strength and Temperature 
Reproduced from Paleoclimate Records
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latitude 25° north, with positive figures indicating 
northward flow. The sea area at latitude 25° north 
in the Atlantic Ocean is the northern one-third of 
the Atlantic Ocean in Figure 1. As Figure 1 shows, 
seawater flows northward in the sea up to 1,000m 
deep as part of the Atlantic overturn, flows near 
the ocean bottom northward in the sea deeper than 
5,000m as part of the Antarctic overturn, and flows 
southward in the sea in-between. For instance, the 
volume of fl ow in the water up to 1,000m deep, which 
was 22.9×106 m3/s in 1957, decreased to 14.8×106 m3/
s in 2004. However, some people disagreed with this 
finding, prompting new research in the United State 
and European countries, which will be described in 
Section 4.
3-2 Weakening of the Antarctic Overturn
   Fukasawa et al. discovered bottom water warming 
in the North Pacifi c Ocean[7] and later it was revealed 
that bottom water was warmed across the Pacific 
Ocean.[8] Figure 4 shows changes in the amount 
of heat in waters from a depth of 5,000m to the 
sea bottom. This is the results of analyses of data 
on “the international collaborative studies on the 
clarification and the overall observation system of 
ocean circulation” and “Subarctic Gyre Experiment 
(SAGE) in the North Pacific Ocean” and data 
obtained in ship-based observations conducted in and 
after 1990 under the framework of “World Ocean 
Circulation Experiment” and “Climate Variability and 
Predictability Project.”
   Figure 4 shows normalized estimates of decadal 
changes in heat content in the Pacific Ocean areas 
segmented by survey lines and lands.[9] Darker colors 
indicate larger increases in heat content. Figure 4 
shows that the heat content increased in the deep layer 
over almost the entire Pacifi c Ocean. The heat content 
decreased in the northeastern Pacifi c but the decrease 
is minimal. The increase in heat content is large in the 
Antarctic area, where deep water is formed, and along 
the pathway of lower circumpolar deep water in the 
Pacifi c Ocean (arrow line) A numerical model analysis 
revealed that this large increase in heat content, is due 
to a decrease in the amount of deep water formed in 
the Antarctic area. Furthermore, it is inferred that the 
decrease in deep-water formation is due to a decrease 
in seawater cooling caused by a decrease in air-sea 
heat fl ux off the Adelie Coast of Antarctica (longitude 
140°~150°E). Figure 4 suggests that the impact of a 
change in the formation of circumpolar deep water 
reaches the North Pacific in about 40 years.[10] Such 
an increase in heat content in the deep layer has also 
been discovered in the South Pacific and the Indian 
Ocean[11,12] and the increases are large in the Antarctic 
area, suggesting the weakening of the entire Antarctic 
overturn.
   Although changes in deep-water heat content are 
not quantitatively assessed in IPCC AR4, recent 
observation results provide estimates of heat-content 
changes worldwide, including the deep layers of 
oceans, in an integrated manner. As a result, it has 
been pointed out that the heat-content in the deep 
layer, even at a depth of more than 3,000m, has 
increased in almost all ocean and that the increase 
may be equivalent to 5~30% of the heat-content 
increases in waters up to 700~800m mentioned in the 
IPCC AR4.[13]
Trends in Observat ion and 
Research of Deep Waters
4-1 International observation and research
1)World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE)
   From 1990 to 1998, as part of the World Climate 
Research Program (WCRP), the World Ocean 
Circulation Experiment (WOCE) was implemented to 
collect the data necessary to develop models that are 
capable of describing the present state of the ocean 
and predict its evolution. The project was participated 
in by more than 30 countries, in addition to Japan, the 
United States, United Kingdom and other advanced 
countries. During the period from 1990 to 1998, The 
highest-accurate observations were carried out from 
the surface to the bottom along zonal and meridional 
trans-ocean sections. Each survey line is given a name 
comprised of a letter and number, with P standing 
for Pacifi c Ocean, A for Atlantic Ocean, I for Indian 
Ocean and S for Southern Ocean. These survey 
lines have come to be used as reference lines for the 
development of large-scale ocean observation plans.
   WOCE made a list of essential measurement items, 
including water temperature, salinity, dissolved 
oxygen and nutrients (phosphate, nitrite, silicate), and 
prepared a manual to provide guidelines for setting 
a goal for measurement accuracy for each item and 
obtaining the best measurement accuracy.[15] WOCE 
also prepared guidelines concerning the contents of 
4
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observation reports, requiring the persons responsible 
for each observation item to describe the accuracy of 
their observation and how they estimated the accuracy 
by specifying observation and analysis methods.
2)Climate Variability and Predictability Project 
(CLIVAR)
   A plan to implement the Climate Variability and 
Predictability Project, which is aimed at studying 
climate variability and predictability on seasonal, 
decadal and centennial time-scales, was formulated in 
1998 and the 15-year project is under way until 2013. 
   The mission of CLIVAR is to extend WOCE 
research results by updating the knowledge on the 
amount of ocean heat and freshwater transport 
obtained from WOCE, monitoring and studying 
ocean changes on decadal or shorter time scales, and 
providing data to evaluate climate system models. To 
that end, re-observation of the WOCE survey lines 
in Figure 5 was proposed and some of the lines were 
carried out. And the analysis of the observation results 
led to the discoveries of the possibility of Atlantic 
overturn weakening and the rises in deep water 
temperature in each ocean described in Section 3.
Depth䇭䇭䇭䌜䇭䇭Year 1957 1981 1992 1998 2004
Upto1,000mdeep +22.9 +18.7 +19.4 +16.1 +14.8
1,000Ͳ3,000m Ͳ10.5 Ͳ9.0 Ͳ10.2 Ͳ12.2 Ͳ10.4
3,000Ͳ5,000m Ͳ14.8 Ͳ11.8 Ͳ10.4 Ͳ6.1 Ͳ6.9
Deeperthan5,000m +2.4 +2.1 +1.2 +2.2 +2.5
*indicatesnorthwardflowand䋭indicatessouthwardflow.Theunitisinm3/s.
Prepared by the STFC based on Reference[3]
Table 1: Results of Flow Observations in Pacifi c Ocean at Latitude 25°N
Prepared by the STFC based on Reference[9]
Figure 4: Normalized Values of Decadal Changes of Heat Built Up in Waters from the Depth of 5,000M to the Bottom 
during the 1990s to 2000s The value in each box represents changes in heat content (W/m2). The arrow 
shows the pathway of circumpolar deep water that sinks in the Antarctic area and fl ows northward along the 
bottom of the Pacifi c Ocean.
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   Since the research activities covered by CLIVAR 
include study on anthropogenic climate changes, 
an emphasis is placed on the observation of ocean 
carbon dioxide when the WOCE survey lines are re-
observed. In order to contribute to the promotion 
of research by conducting observations without 
overlaps and collecting and disclosing research data, 
the International Ocean Carbon Coordination Project 
(IOCCP) was established and the IOCCP has been 
promoting exchanges of information on observation 
plans and disclosure of data mainly via the Internet in 
close cooperation with CLIVAR. 
3)Global Ocean Ship-based Hydrographic 
Investigations Panel (GO-SHIP)
   In 2007, the Global Ocean Ship-based Hydrographic 
Investigations Panel (GO-SHIP) was established 
by groups of researchers conducting ship-based 
observations under CLIVAR or IOCCP. GO-SHIP has 
set the following objectives:
- Understanding the controls and distribution of natural 
and anthropogenic carbon and biogeochemistry in 
the ocean interior
- Understanding ocean changes below 2 km and their 
contributions to global heat and sea-level budgets
- Understanding the variability in water masses, 
ventilation, and pathways
- Quantifying transports
- Evaluating ocean models
   GO-SHIP selected survey lines necessary to 
achieve these goals from among WOCE survey lines 
and divided them into those requiring observation 
with precision about once every 10 years and those 
requiring observation with higher frequency (see 
Figure 6). It also set necessary observation items and 
revised the manual on measuring methods and put 
them together as GO-SHIP’s observation strategy. In 
order to make this strategy a part of comprehensive 
ocean observation strategies, a resolution was 
adopted to promote the cooperation of the Ocean 
Observations Panel for Climate (OOPC) and the 
International Ocean Carbon Coordination Project 
(IOCCP) at the 3rd meeting of the Joint WMO(1)-
IOC(2) Technical Commission for Oceanography and 
Marine Meteorology (JCOMM) in September 2009. 
Furthermore, the resolution was introduced at the 43rd 
session of the IOC Executive Council in June 2010 and 
supported by the Executive Council.
4)Research on Meridional Circulation in the 
Atlantic Ocean
   In January 2007, the U.S. National Science and 
Technology Council’s Joint Subcommittee on Ocean 
Science and Technology (JSOST) developed its Ocean 
Research Priorities Plan (ORPP). This plan identifi ed 
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) 
and its relationship to sudden climate change as one of 
four research priorities. In response to the ORPP, a U.S. 
inter-agency team was formed supported by the U.S. 
Prepared by the STFC based on Reference[14]
Figure 5: WOCE Survey Lines Used as World Standard
(1) WMO: World Meteorological Organization
(2) IOC: Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission
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CLIVAR Offi ce. The team has worked out an AMOC 
implementation plan from the aspects of observation, 
impact, data integration and predictability.
   Meanwhile, in Britain, the National Environment 
Research Council has been conducting a research 
project called Rapid Climate Change (RAPID) to 
investigate the relationship between the Atlantic 
overturning circulation and climate change since 2001. 
In 2008, the project was changed to RAPID-WATCH, 
which is aimed at collecting a decade-long (2004-
2014) time series of observation data on the Atlantic 
Meridional Overturning Circulation in collaboration 
with the Hadley Centre in the U.K.
5)Observation in the Southern Ocean
   In 2006, a workshop concerning the establishment 
of a Southern Ocean observing system was held 
with the support of the Scientific Committee on 
Antarctic Research (SCAR), raising awareness of 
the importance of Southern Ocean observation. In 
2010, researchers from Britain, the United States and 
Australia developed a Southern Ocean Observing 
System (SOOS) plan, a comprehensive program 
concerning Southern Ocean observation. The plan 
addresses the following six challenges.
(a)The role of the Southern Ocean in the planet’s heat 
and freshwater balance
(b)The stability of the Southern Ocean overturning 
circulation
(c)The role of the ocean in the stability of the Antarctic 
ice sheet and its contribution to seal-level rise
(d)The future and consequences of Southern Ocean 
carbon uptake
(e)The future of Antarctic sea ice
(f)The impacts of global change on Southern Ocean 
ecosystems
   In them, (a), (b) and (d) are closely related to the 
observation and research of ocean overturning 
circulation. The SOOS also suggests necessary 
observation variables and the most appropriate 
platform (ship, fl oat, etc.) to address the 6 challenges. 
In particular, with regard to ship-based observations, 
the SOOS is expected to conduct re-observations of 
the WOCE observation lines in collaboration with 
GO-SHIP.
4-2 Deep Ocean Observation in Japan
1) International collaborative studies on the 
clarifi cation and the overall observation system of 
ocean circulation
   From 1990 to 1994, “international collaborative 
studies on the elucidation of Ocean, circulation and 
Source: Reference[16]
Figure 6: Survey lines Drawn by GO-SHIP
The solid lines represent sections requiring a decadal survey and the dotted lines represent sections requiring survey 
with higher frequency[16]
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global observing system” was held as a project covered 
by the special coordinated funds for promoting 
science and technology. The project was attended by 
researchers from such institutions as the University of 
Tokyo, Tokai University, the Meteorological Agency, 
the Fisheries Agency, the Hydrographic Department 
of the Japan Coast Guard, and the Japan Marine 
Science and Technology Center. Under the framework 
of this project, Japan joined the WOCE and conducted 
observation of P2 line (30°N in the Pacifi c Ocean), P9 
line (137°E), P13 (165°E) and P24 (off Kyushu) of the 
WOCE’s observation lines.
   Although the science and technology promotion 
subsidy was terminated in 1996, the Fisheries Agency, 
the Japan Coast Guard and the Japan Marine Science 
and Technology Center conducted observation of P8 
(130 degrees east longitude), using their recurring 
research funds.
2) Joint International Research on North Pacific 
Subpolar Gyre and Climate Change
   From 1997 to 2001, “Joint International Research on 
North Pacific Subpolar Gyre and Climate Change” 
was held with the aim of contributing to CLIVAR. In 
the institutions participating in this research project, 
the Fisheries Agency, the Japan Marine Science 
and Technology Center and the University of Tokyo 
conducted re-observations of WOCE observation line 
P1 (47°N in the Pacifi c Ocean) and P17 (off Alaska) as 
part of CLIVAR.
3) Independent Research by Individual Institutions
   Although no large comprehensive funds have been 
available in Japan since 2002, individual research 
institutes have been conducting independent research 
using their ordinary research funds. The Japan 
Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology 
and the Meteorological Agency conducted re-
observations of P6 (32°S in the Pacifi c Ocean), A10 
(32°S in the Atlantic Ocean), I3/4 (20°S in the Indian 
Ocean), P10 (149°E), P3 (24°N in the Pacifi c Ocean), 
P1 (47°N in the Pacifi c Ocean), P9 (137°E), P14 (179°
E), and P21 (17°S). By further analyses of the results 
from observations conducted since 1990 under projects 
covered by special coordinate funds for promoting 
science and technology, Japanese researchers have 
published scientifi c papers in 2004, 2006 and 2010, to 
describe the discoveries of temperature increase in the 
deep layer of the Pacifi c Ocean and the possibility of 
the weakening of the meridional overturn circulation 
that were described in Section 3.[7-10]
4-3 Problems Involved in Japanese Deep-Ocean 
Observing System
   Monitoring of changes in the circulation of deep 
waters requires large-scale, long-term research, it is 
effective to use ships for ocean observation from the 
surface to the bottom under international cooperation. 
However, the progress of ship-based observations 
has been slow worldwide. Various implementation 
plans for ocean observation aimed at building a 
sustainable climate observing system have been 
drafted by the Global Climate Observing System 
(GCOS), an international institution co-sponsored by 
the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission 
(IOC), the World Meteorological Organization 
(WMO), the United Nations Environment Program, 
and the International Council for Scientific Unions 
(ICSU)[17]. However, according to a report published in 
2009, the accomplishment rate of repeat hydrographic 
observation stayed at 62%.[18] In Japan, some 
universities, independent administrative organizations, 
the Meteorological Agency and the Fisheries Research 
Agency own ocean observation ships. As described 
in Chapter 4, Japan was engaged in WOCE and 
other international observation activities through 
various organizations established with Science and 
Technology Promotion & Coordination funds in the 
1990s. However, such funds are no longer available. 
Therefore, research on deep ocean circulation 
in Japan is being undertaken only by academic 
institutions and individual laboratories as their 
ordinary research projects. It is diffi cult for individual 
institutions to engage in international research 
programs by effectively using a research vessel. 
Although a group of volunteers has established the 
Japan Repeat Hydrography Implementation Group, 
a contact point to implement the GO-SHIP strategy 
described earlier, in 2009, it is weak in terms of size 
and sustainability. These problems were pointed 
out in a recommendation made by the Scientists 
Committee of the Science Council of Japan on 
March 17, 2010. The recommendation, which is titled 
“Large-scale Academic Facility Plan/Large-scale 
Research Program – Design/Promotion Measures and 
Preparation of Master Plan -”,[19] points out that it is 
urgent for Japan to “implement ‘large-scale research 
plans’ aimed at supporting large academic fi elds, such 
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and realizing the future academic prosperity of Japan 
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Conclusion
   Changes in the meridional overturn circulation 
could be strongly related to relatively abrupt climate 
change. In Europe and the United States, international 
research programs aimed at understanding changes 
in deep ocean circulation have been under way, 
prompted by concerns that the weakening of the 
Atlantic overturn may lead to abrupt cooling. 
Meanwhile, there are also research fi ndings pointing 
to the possibility of the weakening of the Antarctic 
overturn. Although mitigation and adaptation tends to 
draw attention recently in the fi eld of climate change 
study, it does not mean that the monitoring of climate 
change has lost its importance. Rather, the knowledge 
obtained from monitoring research is essential 
for developing measures against climate change. 
However, observation and research to detect climate 
change is insuffi cient worldwide. In particular, Japan 
needs to overhaul its observation system and promote 
research in collaboration with other countries.
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Introduction
   The World Competitiveness Yearbook 2010 
Ranking[8] of International Institute for Management 
Development (IMD) states that Japan ranked 2nd in 
science and technology infrastructure. However, some 
say that “Japan’s science and technology capability has 
not led to an increase in its industrial competitiveness 
and growth potential” and that “Japan, despite 
its technical strength, has been losing ground in 
business competition.” In most cases, these arguments 
are based on the current situation of the Japanese 
electronics and information & communications 
industries.
   When making such arguments, how much are we 
aware of changes in Japan’s research activities in 
the fields related to electronics and information & 
communications? The National Institute of Science and 
Technology Policy has been conducting a bibliographic 
survey of periodicals published by the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineering Inc. (IEEE) 
and, from the survey results made available so far[1,2], 
we have come to see changes in the world trends and 
the characteristics of Japan’s research in the fields of 
electronics and information & communications.
   In this report, we would like to show in quantitative 
terms how the situation of Japanese research 
activities in the fields of electronics and information 
& communications has changed by examining 
trends in the number of articles in IEEE periodicals. 
Specifically, we first show sector-by-sector research 
trends since 1992 and then compare changes in 
universities’ and enterprises’ research trends in 1992 
and 2007. Finally, we present researchers’ opinions on 
the results of our analyses.
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1
   A change in the number of articles is only one of the 
indicators of research results and it does not reveal the 
entire picture of an R&D activity. Still, changes in the 
number of articles in IEEE periodicals can be viewed 
as data refl ecting an industrial trend. It is well known 
that IEEE publications account for a large proportion 
of the whole of engineering research papers[3] and such 
a large professional association like the IEEE does 
not exist in other fields. The professional literature 
published by the IEEE includes literature produced 
by affiliated academic societies (for instance, the 
Optical Society of America) that share IEEE Xplore 
(literature database) with the IEEE. Moreover, with 
respect to industrial utilization and application, 
IEEE literature is the most frequently referenced 
in U.S. patents.[4] Since IEEE literature covers a very 
wide range of the engineering field both in terms of 
quality and quantity, it is the best data for learning the 
situation of research and development in the fi elds of 
electronics and information & communications.
Characteristics of Japan in the 
World
   Simply put, research on electronics and information 
& communications in Japan is in a very peculiar 
situation compared with global trends. To begin with, 
Japan is the only one among high-ranked countries 
that has seen the number of articles on electronics 
and information & communications published in the 
country remain almost unchanged, while research in 
the same fields in other countries has become very 
active. (for details, see References[1,2])
   Figure 1 shows the number of articles by area 
(vertical scale) and the total number of articles by 
society (horizontal scale) and compares the numbers 
2
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in 1992 and 2007. The white bar graphs show the 
global total number of articles by area and the black 
bars show those published in Japan. Incidentally, the 
term “area” here means the specialized area of each 
IEEE society. Japan’s area-by-area portfolio in 1992 
was similar to that of the world, holding high shares in 
such areas as optics and electronic devices. However, 
in 2007, Japan showed almost no growth in the 
information and communications-related areas, such 
as communications, signal processing and computers 
(including applications; such as application to 
medicine or biotechnology), the areas that have posted 
a sharp increase worldwide. Japan’s shares in its main 
areas, including electronic devices, also decreased. 
In particular, in the application and offshoot areas 
that have diversifi ed and developed since 2000, Japan 
produced almost no articles. The comparison between 
1992 and 2007 clearly reveals the anomaly of Japan’s 
trend in science and technology research, while other 
countries shifted their focus to the information and 
communications related fi elds during the period.
   One of the characteristics of research articles in 
Japan, as compared with those in other countries, is 
that there are many articles on electronics but that the 
Prepared by the STFC based on Reference[2]
Figure 1: Comparison of the Numbers of Area-by-Area Literature Published in Japan and Other Countries (1992→ 2007)
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number of information-related articles is extremely 
small. In particular, there is much literature in the 
electronics-related areas, such as magnetics, and the 
Japanese shares of literature on superconductivity and 
robotics are high (for details, see References[1,2]).
   In other words, it can be said that amid a sharp 
increase in the number of articles in the fields of 
information and communications in other countries, 
Japan has been carrying out research based on its own 
“selection and concentration.”
   With these basic situations in mind, we would like to 
continue our discussions.
Structural Change in Japan’s 
Research and Development
   The fact that the corporate sector spends an 
overwhelming amount of research funds[5] gives the 
impression that corporations are the main player in 
Japan’s R&D activities in the fi elds of electronics and 
information & communications. However, a sector-
by-sector analysis reveals that the number of articles 
contributed by corporations has decreased drastically 
since the second half of the 1990s and, instead, the 
numbers of articles contributed by universities and 
public research institutions has increased sharply. It is 
clear that, while the total number of articles remains 
almost stable, the main player in the production 
of research articles has shifted “from industry to 
academia.”
   Although the number of articles contributed by 
public research institutions has increased from 1992, 
when the number was almost zero, it is still much 
smaller than those contributed by universities and 
corporations. Therefore, we omit public research 
institutions from our analyses.
   There may be cases where corporations “carry 
out R&D activities but do not write articles.” In this 
report, however, we advance our discussions on 
the assumption that the relationship between R&D 
activities and the publication of articles remains 
unchanged.
Changes at Corporations
4-1 Trends in the number of articles published by 
corporate groups
   Figure 3 shows trends in the numbers of research 
articles contributed by high-ranked Japanese 
corporations and their research institutes (NTT, 
Hitachi, Toshiba, NEC, and Mitsubishi Electric) and 
other Japanese corporations. Although the numbers 
decreased at all corporations under review, the 
decrease at the NTT group is conspicuous.
4-2 Analogy of changes in R&D activities by 
corporate group
   Figure 4 shows changes in the number of area-
by-area articles contributed by corporate groups in 
1992 and 2007. As a whole, the number of articles 
contributed by Japanese corporations has decreased, 
centering on optics, electronic devices, consumer 
electronics and electric power engineering.
   We analogize the changes in the contents of research 
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and development by corporate groups by dividing 
them into (1) NTT group (1st), (2) Other high-ranked 
corporate groups (2nd~5th), and (3) Corporate groups 
ranked 6th or below.
(1) Changes at NTT group
   As Figure 4 shows, the decrease in the number of 
articles by NTT group accounts for about half of the 
decrease in the number of articles contributed by the 
Japanese corporate sector. By area, the decrease in 
the number of optics-related articles came to about 
100, accounting for nearly 10% of the total decrease 
in the number of articles in Japan. It can be said that 
the decrease in the number of NTT group’s articles, 
including those on electronic devices, had a major 
impact on Japan as a whole. 
   Meanwhile, in the signal processing-related area, 
which has posted conspicuous growth on a global 
scale, NTT group remained the largest corporate 
group in terms of the number of articles in 2007. In 
the fi eld related to communications and network, NTT 
group is still a leading research institution in Japan.
   The change in the number of articles of NTT group 
should be viewed as a result of the group’s positive 
action to change its business strategy in line with the 
establishment of optical communications technology 
and redefi nition of the corporate business domain.
(2) Changes at other high-ranked corporate groups
   The number of articles in the areas of electronic 
devices, magnetics, optics and home electronics, 
electric power engineering contributed by the four 
high-ranked corporate groups (Hitachi, Toshiba, 
NEC, Mitsubishi Electric) in Japan has decreased. 
However, a more characteristic change is that, as 
Figure 5 shows, the number of articles contributed by 
their research institutes abroad or the companies they 
acquired abroad has increased. This represents a trend 
in the number of articles refl ecting the global business 
strategies of the corporate groups. In particular, in 
the case of NEC group, the proportion of articles 
contributed by its research institutes abroad is high. By 
area, many articles are produced abroad in the areas 
related to information, communication and signal 
processing, areas where only a relatively small number 
of articles is produced in Japan. In other words, the 
corporate groups are strategically promoting research 
and development by compartmentalizing the contents 
of their research activities in Japan and abroad. Figure 
5 also shows that there are many articles produced 
by the new companies that came into being as a 
result of domestic business reorganizations among 
the high-ranked corporate groups, such as Elpida 
Memory Inc. and Renesas Technology Corp. (now 
Renesas Electronics Corp.). Many of the high-ranked 
corporate groups keep the number of their articles 
constant by promoting global business deployment 
and reorganization.
   The global business operations being like this means 
that the corporate groups are promoting not only the 
overseas transfer of their production activities but also 
their R&D activities in pursuit of “overseas brains.” 
This suggests that “hollowing out of intelligence” may 
be under way in Japan.
(3) Changes in corporate groups ranked 6th or 
below
   At corporations ranked 6th or below, the number 
of articles in the area of electronic devices, mainly 
home electronics and electric power engineering, 
NTT Hitachi Toshiba NEC Mitsubishi 
Electric
Others
* The numbers of articles by corporate groups include only those produced in 
Japan. As for the numbers of articles by corporations that came into being as a 
result of intergroup mergers, they are tallied as those of the company that had 
the highest shareholding ratio as of 2007. For instance, the numbers of articles 
by Renesas Technology (now Renesas Electronics Corp.) are tallied as those of 
Hitachi group, which had the highest shareholding ratio as of 2007.
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Figure 3: Changes in the Numbers of Articles by Corporate Groups
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has decreased. On the other hand, in the areas where 
Japan makes a strong showing in the world, such 
as superconductivity and dielectrics and electrical 
insulation, the number of articles has slightly 
increased. This can be seen as a trend in the number 
of articles reflecting the restructuring of business 
operations by the corporations. At the same time, 
however, it suggests that the corporations may have 
shifted their focus from publishing R&D results to 
securing patents and other intellectual properties.
Changes at Universities
   Figure 6 shows a list of universities that produced 
at least 5 articles a year and changes in the annual 
number of articles produced. The number of 
universities producing at least 5 articles a year has 
steadily increased, standing at 13 in 1992, 28 in 1997, 
30 in 2002 and 34 in 2007. This suggests that the 
research has expanded with a very broad base.
   Figure 7 shows changes in the proportions of area-
by-area articles at universities. In 1992, a majority of 
research papers related to electronics and information 
& communications produced by Japanese universities 
were dominated by three areas, magnetics, optics 
and electronic devices. The proportions of articles on 
electronic devices and information & communications 
remained stable from 1992 to 2007. On the other hand, 
articles in the areas of superconductivity, dielectrics 
and electrical insulation and robotics increased 
sharply. Articles on signal processing and remote 
sensing have also increased. The proportions of 
articles on magnetics- and optics-related research have 
decreased sharply. Although articles in other areas 
have been on an increasing trend, their shares of the 
total number of articles have decreased.
   Figure 8 shows quantitative changes from 1992 to 
2007 in the number of articles in distinguishing areas. 
It shows that articles in the areas of superconductivity, 
dielectrics and electrical insulation, and robotics 
increased sharply. These are areas where Japan 
makes a strong showing in the world. The growth 
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Figure 4: Area-by-Area Changes at Corporate Groups from 1992 to 2007
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Figure 5: Changes in the Number of Articles by High-Ranked Corporate Groups
(5 top-ranked corporate groups in the number of articles in 2007)
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Figure 6: Changes in the Number of Articles Produced by Japanese Universities (Universities producing more than 5 
articles a year)
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in the number of articles produced by universities 
has directly led to Japan’s increased presence in the 
world in these fi elds. Articles in the information and 
communications related areas have also increased, 
but the growth is not particularly fast. The number 
of articles in the areas of magnetics and optics has 
remained almost at the same level.
   Although the foundation of research on electronics 
and information & communications at universities 
has expanded on the whole, the number of articles 
in the field of information and communications, 
which is a global trend, is small and the articles 
are predominantly those on particular areas, such 
as superconductivity and dielectrics and electrical 
insulation. There are no data suggesting the 
diversifi cation of research at universities as a whole.
   Now that the main player in the production of 
research papers in Japan has shifted to the academic 
sector, we should think about whether the R&D 
activities at universities, which infl uence the direction 
of Japanese research and development as a whole, 
should remain as they are.
Opinions from Researchers
   We have collected opinions and comments from 
researchers on the results of our analysis by conducting 
interviews with them and holding symposiums. 
Their opinions and comments are organized from the 
following five perspectives: (1) resource allocation, 
(2) target setting, (3) research diversity, (4) academia’s 
attitude, (5) science and technology human resources.
(1) Resource allocation
●With research budgets limited due to the slow 
growth of the economy, it is no longer possible for 
Japan to promote research and development in all 
directions. Japan has no choice but to boldly narrow 
down R&D areas, rather than diversifying them.
●Due to a cut in operating subsidies to national 
universities, research at universities has become 
increasingly dependent on competitive funds. 
This has resulted in promoting the grading of 
universities, loss of diversification of research and 
homogenization of university research.
●Since budgets and the number of personnel at 
universities and other public research institutes are 
constrained, the allocation of resources to existing 
research fields and areas is fixed and a shift of 
resources to new research areas is constrained.
(2) Target setting
●Researchers constantly grapple with the problem 
of whether they should concentrate their research 
on areas closely related to industry or focus on 
fundamental research. In view of the rapid progress 
of technological innovation in recent years, it has 
become very difficult to set a proper target in the 
fi rst place.
●Even if a target is set and focused investment and 
funding are made available under the initiative of 
the government, it does not necessarily mean the 
research and development activities in the targeted 
area become more active than in other countries. 
For instance, it is hard to say that the 2nd and 3rd 
Basic Plan for Science and Technology, which 
focused on research and development in the fields 
of information and communications, have brought 
about desired results.
●Japan is not good at developing computers. It is 
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important for Japan to devise measures to make 
innovation happen in the areas in which Japan is 
strong, such as superconductivity and robotics.
(3) Research diversity
●It comes as no surprise that universities have lost 
diversity in their research. If Japan simply continues 
research in the existing areas, it will be marginalized 
in global competition in the ever-growing science 
and technology fi eld in terms of both quantity and 
quality.
●Since researchers in existing areas overly insist on 
the importance of their areas, what researchers in 
new areas say tends to go unheeded.
●We should give consideration to the fact that Japan 
is not participating in competition in the globally-
growing areas of information and communications. 
We should discuss if it is enough for Japan to simply 
focus on the areas of its specialty and develop them.
(4) Academia’s attitude
●Researchers  have become int imated and 
conservative, as pressure on their research 
performance has increased due to the incorporation 
of national universities and the introduction of 
competitive funds. They seem to specialize in the 
areas where they can easily produce results in the 
form of research papers.
●If the trend in the number of research articles has 
something to do with researchers’ thinking that they 
can get away with simply announcing their research 
results at a conference or similar, without publishing 
them in a journal, then it is a question of researchers’ 
fundamental attitude toward research.
●Although universities are allowed to conduct studies 
freely, engineering research should not be irrelevant 
to social needs and trends, as they are basically 
aimed at implementing scientifi c and technological 
research results in the society. It’s time for 
researchers to ask themselves how their electronics- 
and information & communication-related research 
should be and clarify their research direction.
(5) Science and technology human resources
●In order for Japan to lead a global trend in a specifi c 
area of research, there must be researchers who can 
be the leader in the area. If things remain as they 
are, there will be no Japanese researchers who can 
take the leadership in the area and Japan’s presence 
may further decline.
●University researchers who came from private 
corporations are supposed to engage in research that 
meets social needs. However, it seems they have 
been continuing the same research in which they 
were engaged at their former corporations without 
regard to social trends and needs.
●If Japan continues to develop human resources by 
providing conventional engineering education that 
is removed from global trends, it may result in 
reproducing outdated human resources far removed 
from the technical needs of corporations and society.
Conclusion
   We have seen one aspect of the changes in Japanese 
research and development in the field of electronics 
and information & communications. However, it 
is unreasonable to draw a conclusion on Japanese 
research trends from the change in the number of 
articles in periodicals alone. Therefore, we intend to 
continue multifaceted analyses of the situations by 
expanding the scope of study to trends in major IEEE-
related international academic conferences.
   Still, we can roughly see changes in Japanese 
research and development from trends in the number 
of articles in IEEE periodicals alone.
   Japan’s presence is small in the main research areas 
in the world, such as information and communications, 
and in the application and offshoot areas that have 
rapidly diversified and developed since 2000. It is 
clear that Japanese research activities have developed 
independently from the global trend. Furthermore, 
although the main player in the production of research 
papers in Japan has shifted from corporations to 
universities, the universities tend to specialize in 
specifi c areas, such as superconductivity. They show 
no signs of diversifying their research areas.
   Meanwhile, corporations located in Japan are no 
longer the main producer of research papers, refl ecting 
a shift in business strategy and an increase in global 
research activities. In order to make up for a small 
number of research articles in the fi eld of information 
and communications produced in Japan, some major 
corporate groups have begun to increase research 
activities abroad. There are also concerns that if more 
Japanese corporations shift their R&D activities to 
other countries, it may result in “hollowing out of 
Japanese intelligence.”
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   It is necessary to promote discussions among the 
parties concerned in industry, academy and government 
on the relevance of the output of research activities 
to actual business conditions and consider the future 
direction of research activities in Japan as a whole.
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